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Congratulations on your registration, let's get started with the training
materials...

Module One
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refer to situations in either the U.S. or Canada and legislation pertaining to
either country, but in all instances the points can be made for either
jurisdiction as the rules, procedures and laws are very similar in both
countries. The actual governing acts are provided for both the U.S. and
Canada with this training material.

Background — The History of Credit

Centuries ago, there was the BARTER SYSTEM which was the trading of one

item or service for another. If you needed a new axe and the blacksmith down

the road needed two chickens, which you had, the exchange was made. This

was thought to be fair for the parties involved. The above method of trading still

exists but is not as common in today's day and age.



Then came the birth of currency which eventually became a more widely used

form of exchange for a good or a service due to it's standardized value. No

longer is an axe worth two chickens one day, and then three chickens a few days

later. Currency has created a common value for both the axe and the chicken

that can only be negotiated on if the parties agreed.

Today, we have evolved into a PLASTIC SOCIETY where our wallets mostly

contain our lives on plastic, such as driver's license, medical card, credit cards,

debit cards, and the list goes on. Gone are the days of "Cold Cash" in your hand

to make purchases such as gifts, gas for the car, groceries, and other day to day

necessities. Even checks are becoming obsolete.

Today, the use and application of credit is so widespread that it affects the lives

of everyone. Credit permeates our whole social and economic structure with

almost every member of the community using credit in one way or another. The

convenience of being able to purchase goods and/or services on a credit basis

has become a standard in today's society. Hence, the need to obtain credit and

maintain the same.

What is Credit? Credit is the power to obtain goods or services on the strength of

a promise to pay for them in the future. Credit helps the North American

economy and assists us to enjoy a higher standard of living. Credit vastly



increases the flexibility of our economic system. In a transaction of purchase and

sale, the purchaser offers their credit in exchange for goods or services obtained,

and the seller accepts or rejects the purchaser's credit.

In some cases, due to reasons beyond a person's control, their finances may

have changed for the worse. This will most often have a direct effect on their

credit standing and the ability to meet their current obligations.

Adjustments need to be made in order to provide for the necessities of life such

as the roof over their head, food, clothing, etc. In some cases, financial difficulties

may result in family disputes, marriage breakups or worse. No one is immune to

the stress that these problems may cause.

If someone, living in a certain income bracket and a style of living to match, were

to suddenly become ill or lose his/her job, the stress can be very high.

Whenever there is a financial crisis, there are side effects. One such example is

back in the 1920's when there was a major stock market crash, the hardships

that followed lasted for years.

Consumer credit is a relatively new concept. The Singer Sewing Machine

Company was the first to introduce this concept. At the time the average family

was only earning about $500/year. With a singer sewing machine costing $125,



this was quite unattainable for the average household. So a monthly payment

plan was devised.

Following their lead, Ford Motor starting an entity called Commercial Credit in

order to utilize financing as a selling tool. In 1915, vehicles financed through Ford

Motors required approximately 50% as a down payment with the balance spread

over an 8-month term.

It is difficult to imagine today's world without the use of credit. It is estimated that

the Average middle class family pays out 78% of his income to some form of

debt repayment. Large ticket items, which would not normally be affordable, can

now be leveraged with installment loans. It appears that we are moving closer

and closer to a cash-less society, a society where handling and obtaining credit

has become part of life.

Attention has been lavished on the recent rise in consumer debt levels, and in

fact, household debt of all types has increased rapidly throughout the 1990s. For

example, mortgage debt has grown more than 50% since the beginning of the

decade (to $3.75 trillion by the first quarter of 1996)*, while revolving credit has

increased a whopping 127% (to $456 billion by September)*.

Perhaps more troubling, however, is that the ratio of consumer debt to personal

income has risen dramatically over the last several years, from a low of 14.10%*

in December 1992 to a high of 18.11%* July 1998. High ratios of debt to personal

income can foreshadow future defaults. Indeed, the rate of credit card



delinquencies, although highly volatile, typically follows the debt-to-income ratio

with a lag. Considering that we have yet to see a decrease in this ratio, we may

reasonably expect the consumer delinquency rate to continue rising in the near

future.

* U.S. figures

Introduction to Credit

When deciding whether or not to extend credit, lenders often rely on Credit Bureaus to

provide information on the applicant. If you use a checking or savings account, owe

money on your car, rent an apartment, or rely on credit for whatever purpose, chances

are you have a credit record on file.

What is a Credit Bureau

Credit bureaus are private firms that keep track of your past payment records

and your present financial situation. This information is used by those

considering giving you additional credit or a job to determine your credit

reputation. The most important factor is your past record for paying debts.

Lenders assume that if you have always paid on time in the past, you are likely to

continue to do so.

Your credit history file follows you if you move to another city. Adverse

information, such as unpaid bills, must be deleted after a period of time.

Information of a bankruptcy must deleted after 10 years. Stores, banks and



mortgage lenders can obtain access to your credit file if they are members of the

credit bureau, or if they pay a fee to use the information for granting credit. Your

credit file is also available to your present employer for such purposes as your

promotion, reassignment or retention, as well as being available to a prospective

employer. Your poor credit record could not only keep you from obtaining credit,

but also from getting a job or promotion.

Information from your credit file can be given in the following circumstances:

- In response to a court order.

- If the consumer requests, in writing, that a report be made. Eg., Applying for
credit

- If the person seeking information will use it for granting credit,
collecting payments or reviewing your account.

- If the person seeking information will use it for employment purposes such
as hiring, promotion, reassignment or retention.

- For an insurance policy application involving the consumer.

Credit reporting agencies or credit bureaus, collect information about consumers'

financial affairs and sell that information to their business members, such as

credit grantors, employers and insurance companies. The credit bureaus charge

annual fees as well as a fee for each credit report requested by members.

Credit bureaus obtain their information from three major sources:



1. Consumers supply information, primarily from filling out application forms

for credit.

2. Public records provide information on such matters as bankruptcies, Court

judgments, foreclosures and agreements registered with State/Provincial

authorities.

3. The major credit graniors and collection agencies send their credit files

electronically to the credit bureau every month, resulting in files that include the

account number, outstanding balance, and a nine point scale indicating whether

a payment was made on time or late.

The nine point scale is as follows:

0 Too new to rate; approved but not used.

1 Pays (or paid) within 30 days of billing; pays account as agreed.

2 Pays (or paid) in more than 30 days, but not more than 60 days, or one

payment past due.

3 Pays (or paid) in more than 60 days, but not more than 90 days, or two

payments past due.

4 Pays (or paid) in more than 90 days, but not more than 120 days, or three or

more payments past due.

5 Account is at least 120 days overdue, but is not yet rated 9.

6. (Code 6 does not exist.)

7 Making regular payments under a consolidation order or similar arrangement.

8 Repossession (indicate if it is a voluntary return of merchandise by the



consumer).

9 Bad debt; placed for collection; skip.

The Credit Bureau's policy regarding bankruptcy information is:

Purging Files

The data included in the bankruptcy will be purged after a set time from date of

last activity.

Bankruptcy Discharge

There is no change to data already appearing on the file following the posting of

a bankruptcy or a discharge.

Listing Balances of Debts

The data that the credit grantor provides is on tape. The Credit Bureau records

the balance shown by the credit grantor.

The Benefits of Credit Re orts (Article)

Before the advent of national credit reporting agencies, consumers

could obtain credit only in communities in which they were known and

had lived in for years. If they moved to another town where they

were unknown, credit was virtually unobtainable.

Today, automated credit reporting systems enable consumers to apply

for credit no matter where that consumer decides live. For example,

if a consumer with a good credit history moves across the country

for a new job, he or she typically can obtain credit instantly to



finance a car or apply for a mortgage.

Because of automated credit reporting agencies, North Americans enjoy

the

widest access to credit. Credit information enables lenders to

either avoid consumers who do not pay their bills or lend to them on

special terms. Credit losses, which are ultimately passed on to

consumers who do pay their bills, are therefore minimized.

Credit reporting agencies also foster intense marketing battles

among financial services providers. This competition brings consumers

no

annual fees, toll-free customer service phone numbers, customer

recognition and incentive programs, and purchase protection plans.

Credit bureaus are required by law to share with you any information

they have on file about you.

If you are having trouble getting credit, try checking your credit

yourself. The credit report tells how you have managed your credit

in the past. Companies examine your credit before deciding whether

to give you credit. When a company denies your request for credit

because of your credit report, it must tell you and identify the

credit bureau that supplied the report. Even if you do not have a

poor credit history, it is a good idea to conduct your own credit

check-up periodically, especially if you are planning a major

purchase, such as a home or a car. Checking in advance on the



accuracy of the information in yo ur credit report could speed the

credit granting process.

The Great M ihs Of Credit Re orts.

Myth: It is illegal or immoral to have your credit repaired.

Fact: It is not illegal nor immoral. In fact, the Credit

Reporting Acts were created to protect consumers rights.

One of its purposes is to give consumers the protection

of the law and to help guard against any unwarranted

invasion of a consumer's right to privacy.

Myth: The information on a credit report cannot be changed.

Fact: Actually, the opposite is true under the Credit Reporting

Acts. Federal and State/Provincial laws require that items be removed if

they

are not 100% accurate or cannot be verified in a timely manner.

Myth: It is impossible to get collection accounts off my credit

report.

Fact: Collection accounts are like any other derogatory item. The

nature of the derogatory item has nothing to do with its removal

under the Credit Reporting Acts.



Myth: Credit Reporting Agencies are empowered with some kind of

government authority.

Fact: Absolutely Not!! They are simply large corporations whose

primary goal is to make a profit like any other business.

Ten More M ths Of Credit

1. Credit bureaus can make credit granting decisions.

A: No, they can not! In fact, they have no authority at all. They are custodians
of credit history. They are responsible for maintaining these records 100%
accurate at all times.

2. Credit bureaus own the credit report.

A: No, they do not. Actually, it is owned by the individual creditor that
reported it. The creditor also has the power to change it when and where they
see fit.

3. Credit bureaus are required to keep derogatory items on the credit report
for a number of years as set by legislation. (See Credit Reporting Acts)

A: Credit bureaus are required by law to automatically remove ANY derogatory
information that is obsolete, false, incomplete, non verifiable, or misleading!
They are only responsible for maintenance and verification of what is reported.

3. Bankruptcies are impossible to get removed from the credit report.

A: Yes, accurately reported bankruptcies cannot be removed before the time
allowed by the Act, unless it's false, obsolete, incomplete, non verifiable, or
misleading.

4. Information on a credit report cannot be changed.

A: Of course it can be changed. In fact there are a few ways. If the information
is false, obsolete, incomplete, non verifiable, or misleading or unless the
creditor(s), collector agrees to change it.

5. It is illegal or immoral to have the credit report cleared.

A: We believe it to be ethically wrong to remove historically



accurate/negative credit history without the consent of a creditor, collector or
public records keeper!
By contrast, it is appropriate to correct error ridden
credit reports that destroy the quality of consumers lives and impact our
economy.

7. Paying a past due debt will remove all prior lateness from the debtors credit
report.

A: No, it does not. The past performance/payment history will remain as it was
reported. The only difference now will be that the record will show that the debtor
paid the debt.

8. Inquiries are not derogatory and will not affect the credit standing.

A: Often misunderstood and always underestimated, inquiries, better known
as the amount times a person applied for credit, can trigger the wrong signal to

potential credit grantors that may perceive too many inquiries indicates someone
who
is TOO actively seeking credit.

9. Once a derogatory item is removed, it will just come back at a later time.

A: Information that was deleted in accordance with Federal law can not reappear
at a later time.

10. The past predicts the future.

A: Credit grantors and credit bureaus are heavily in favor of using scoring
models which attempt to predict the future likelihood of a potential customer
defaulting on loans. We believe that scoring systems are flawed and do not take
into consideration extraordinary events like medical emergencies, job loss,
divorce, crime, or an Act of God. The simple truth is that no credit report can
predict the future of any consumer!

Point Scorin S stems

- Recently, lending institutions (banks, trust companies, mortgage and loan

companies) have established a point scoring system. The points assigned may

vary from institution to institution but the relative weights of each variable is

essentially the same. If the point total exceeds a certain number, the loan is

approved. The higher the point score the better the potential risk.



In the example given below, anything over 18 is passing, 15-17 is subject to

review, and anything below 15 is immediately rejected.

Point Scoring System Category Points

Category Points

Age:
18-25
26-64

65 and up

Dependents:
None
1-3

4 or More

Current Address:
Up to 5 years at present
Over 5 years at present

Years ai Previous Address:
Less than 5 years
Over 5 years

Telephone in applicants name
Monthly Paymenis (incl. Rent/mig.):
Less than $450
More than $450

Type of Employment,:
Professional/Executive
Skilled Worker
Blue Collar
All others

Length of Employmeni:
Less than 1 year at present emp
1-3 years at present
4-6 years at present
7-10 at present
Over 10 years at present

Wife employed, if applying jointly:
Loan Experience:
At bank where ou are appl in
At another bank
Accounts at same bank

Accounts at another



At this time it is important to gain an understanding of the Act governing the

Credit Reporting industry. The Act is written in an easy to read form and sets out

the rules governing the way Credit Bureaus can conduct their business. It is

important to understand that Credit Bureaus are private companies who are in

business for a profit. They sell Credit Record information on consumers to

prospective credit grantors for a FEE. Although the governing Act sets out rules

regarding the investigation of information submitted to the Credit Bureaus they do

not earn income from the activities of "investigating" erroneous information o n

consumer Credit Reports. Because Credit Bureaus are in private business they

will devote their manpower resources in the areas of generating fee income and

not particularly to investigating the accuracy of their consumer Credit Reports.

This is one of the fundamental reasons that the business that we are in exists

and provides such a valuable service to consumers. Individual consumer rights to

having up to date and accurate information included in ones Credit Report needs

to be often forced on the Credit Bureau companies and the process of achieving

this is complicated.

The Collection Agencies are often owned by the same company who owns the

Credit Bureau and their actions are based on the information that is included in

the Credit Report so it is important for us to understand the rules of the industry.

The Act governing the business of Credit Reporting is included in this lesson and

needs to be studied and understood by you and is included next.

Use you Browser's Back button and download "Credit Reporting Acts".
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Module Two

Underwriting Guidelines for the Average Credit Application

It is important as a Certified Debt Arbitrator to have an understanding of the
background and procedures used by those granting credit.

Background:

The lender reviews a loan applicant's financial history to determine the likelihood

of receiving on-time payments. Each lending institution will have slightly different

underwriting policies, but all will be similar. The primary items reviewed are:

- Income

- Debt

- Credit

-~Savin s

- Ratios

Income

Income is one of the most important variables a lender will examine because it is

used to repay the loan. Income is reviewed for the type of work, length of

employment, educational training required, and opportunity for advancement. An

underwriter will look at the source of income and the likelihood of its continuance

to arrive at a gross monthly figure.



Salary and Hourly Wages - Calculated on a gross monthly basis, prior to

income tax deductions.

Part-time and Second Job Income - Not usually considered unless it is

in place for 12 to 24 straight months. Lenders view part-time income as a

strong compensating factor.

Commission, Bonus and Overtime Income - Can only be used if

received for two previous years ( sometimes 3 years). Further, an

employer must verify that it is likely to continue. A 24-month average

figure is used.

Retirement and Pension Income - Must continue for at least three years

into the future to be considered. If it is tax free, it can be grossed up to an

equivalent gross monthly figure. ( eg. Multiply the net amount by 1.20%).

Alimony and Child Support Income - Must be received for the 12

previous months and continue for the next 36 months. Lenders will require

a divorce agreement and a court printout to verify on-time payments.

Notes Receivable, Interest, Dividend and Trust Income - Proof of

receiving funds for 12 previous months is required. Documentation

showing income due for 3 more years is also necessary.

Rental Income - Cannot come from a Primary Residence roommate. The

only acceptable source is from an investment property. A lender will use a

% of the monthly rent and subtract ownership expenses. The Rental

Schedule of a tax return is often used to verify the figures. If a home

rented recently, a copy of a current month-to-month lease is acceptable.



Automobile Allowance and Expense Account Reimbursements

Verified with 2 years tax returns and reduced by actual expenses listed on

the income tax return Schedule .

Education Expense Reimbursements - Not considered income by most

lenders. Only viewed as slight compensating factor.

Self Employment Income - Lenders are very careful in reviewing self

employed borrowers. Two - Three years minimum ownership is necessary

because two - three years is considered a representative sample. Lenders

use a the average monthly income figure from theAdjusied Gross

Income on the tax returns. A lender may also add back additional income

for depreciation and one-time capital expenses. Self-employed borrowers

often have difficulty qualifying for credit due to large expense write offs.

Debt
An applicant's liabilities are reviewed for cash flow. Lenders need to make sure

there is enough income for the proposed payment, after other revolving and

installment debts are paid.

- All loans, leases, and credit cards are usually factored into the

debt calculation. Utilities, insurance, food, clothing, schooling, etc.

are usually not.

- lf a loan has less than 10 months remaining, a lender will

usually disregard it.

- The minimum monthly payment listed on a credit card bill is the

figure used, not the payment made.



- An applicant who co-borrowed for a friend or relative is

accountable for the payment. If the applicant can show 6 to 12

months of on-time canceled checks from the co-borrower, the debt

will not usually count.

- Loans can be paid off to qualify for a mortgage, but credit cards

sometimes cannot (varies by lender). The reasoning is that if the

credit card is paid off, the credit line still exists and the borrower

can run up debt after the loan is closed.

- A borrower with fewer liabilities is thought to demonstrate superior

cash management skills.

Credit

Most lenders require a credit report from the credit bureau. They will order the

report. The credit report also searches public records for liens, judgments,

bankruptcies and foreclosures. With Credit report in hand, an underwriter studies

the applicant's credit to determine the likelihood of receiving an on-time mortgage

payment. Many studies have shown that past performance is a reflection of

future expectations. Hence, most lenders now use a national credit scoring

system to evaluate credit risk.

On the positive side, the lending process is very forgiving! An applicant with 12

plus months positive credit, will usually qualify for a loan. However, the guidelines

require an applicant to explain why payments were previously late and why

current circumstances are different. In addition, any unpaid judgment, collection

or charge off must be paid prior to closing. Here are some rules of thumb most

lenders follow:



-12 plus months positive credit will usually equal an approval,

depending on the overall credit.

- Unpaid collections, judgments and charge offs must be paid prior to

closing a loan. The only exception is if the debt was due to the death of

a primary wage earner, or the bill was a medical expense.

- If a borrower has negotiated an acceptable payment plan, and has

made on time payments for 6 to 12 months, a lender may not require a

debt to be paid off prior to closing.

- Credit items usually are reported for 7 years U.S and 6 years

Canada. Bankruptcies expire after 10 years U.S. and 6 years Canada.

- Foreclosure - 3 years must elapse to be considered for a loan

program.

- Bankrupicy - A borrower is eligible for a loan 2 years after

discharge, provided they have reestablished credit and have

maintained perfect credit after the bankruptcy.

- Chapter 13 Bankruptcy (U.S.) or Orderly Paymeni of Debis

(Canada) -12 months continuous on-time payments, and a letter from

a court trustee, can result in an approved loan.

- The good credit of a co-borrower may not offset the bad credit of a

borrower.

- A low credit score may require an Alternative Credit program.

- Misinformaiion on a credii report can be repaired!



- If a borrower falls behind on a payment, the creditor should be

contacted as quickly as possible. Most creditors will work with a

borrower who makes an initial good faith effort to communicate with

them.

Savings
Lenders evaluate savings for three reasons.

1. The more money a borrower has after closing, the greater the probability

of on-time payments.

2. Most loan programs require a minimum borrower contribution.

3. For Mortgage loans lenders want to know that people have invested their

own into the house, making it less likely that they will walk away from their

life's savings. They analyze savings documents to insure the applicant did

not borrow the funds or receive a gift.

Lenders look at the following types of accounts and assets for down payment

funds:

Checking and Savings - 90 days seasoning in a bank account is required

for these funds.

Gifts and Grants — After a borrower's minimum contribution, a gift or grant

is permitted.

Sale of Assets - Personal property can be sold for the required

contribution. The property should be appraised and a bill of sale is

required. Also, a copy of the received check and a deposit slip are

needed.



Secured Loans - A loan secured by property is also an acceptable source

of closing funds.

Retirement Savings - Any amount that can be accessed is an acceptable

source of funds.

Sweat Equity and Cash On Hand - Generally not acceptable. Some

lending programs allow it in special circumstances.

Sale Of Previous Home ( For Mortgages) - Must close prior to new

home for the funds to be used. A lender will ask for a listing contract, sales

contract, or closing statement.

Ratios

The percentage of one's debt to income is one of the most important factors

when underwriting a loan. Lenders have determined that a house payment

should equal approximately 30% of Gross Monthly Income. Gross Monthly

Income is income before taxes are taken out. Further, a house payment plus

minimum monthly revolving and installment debt should be less than 40% of

Gross Monthly Income.

Example ( For Mortgage application)

An applicant has $4,500 gross monthly income. The maximum mortgage

payment is:

$4500 X .30 = $1350

Their total debts come to:

$500 Car

$20 Visa



$30 Sears

$75 Master Card

$625 per month.

Remember, their total debts (mortgage plus other debts) must be less

than or equal to 40% of their gross monthly income.

$2,800 X .40 = $1800

$1800 is the maximum debt the borrower can have, debts and mortgage

payments combined. Can the borrower keep all their debts and have the

maximum mortgage payment allowed? NO!

In this case, the borrower, since they have high debts, must adjust the

maximum mortgage payment downward, because:

$625 debts

$1350 mortgage

$1975 - which is more than the $1800 (40% of gross debt) we calculated above.

The maximum mortgage payment is therefore:

$1800- $625 (monthly debt) = $1175.

This process can be summarized by isolating the items a credit grantor looks at
into:

"The 4 C's of Credit".

THE 4 O'S OF CREDIT



CHARACTER- the personality traits or morals of these individuals determine

whether they intend to pay and pay on time. Checking into his/her past gives an

insight as to their reliability.

CAPITAL- the borrower's financial statements (assets less liabilities).

Demonstrates stability during times of financial duress as these resources can be

liquidated to pay offdebts.

CAPACITY- depends on income, obligations and outstanding debts. Credit

references, account history, credit limits, promptness of payments and general

reliability indicate one's capacity.

CONDITIONS- the general economic environment as well as the individual's future

job prospects.

Most people remember underwriting guideline by thinking of "The 4 C's of
Credit".

Establishing a Credit History

Excerpts from Federal Trade Commission Article:

How To Build A Credit History And Establish Credit

Building a good credit history is important. If you have no reported credit history,

it may take time to establish your first credit account. This problem affects young



people just beginning careers as well as older people who have never used

credit. It also affects divorced or widowed women who shared credit accounts

that were reported only in the husband's name. If you do not know what is in your

credit file, check with your local credit bureaus. Most cities have two or three

credit bureaus, which are listed under "Credit" or "Credit Reporting Agencies" in

the Yellow Pages. For a small fee, they will tell you what information is in your file

and may give you a copy of your credit report. If you have had credit before

under a different name or in a different location and it is not reported in your file,

ask the credit bureau to include it. If you shared accounts with a former spouse,

ask the credit bureau to list these accounts under your name as well. Although

credit bureaus are not required to add new accounts to your file, many will do so

for a small fee. Finally, if you presently share in the use of a credit account with

your spouse, ask the creditor to report it under both names. Creditors are not

required to report any account history information to credit bureaus. If a creditor

does report on an account, however, and if both spouses are permitted to use

the account or are contractually liable for its repayment, under the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act you can require the creditor to report the information under both

names. When contacting your creditor or credit bureau, do so in writing and

include relevant information, such as account numbers, to help speed the

process. As with all important business communications, keep a copy of what

you send. If you do not have a credit history, you should begin to build one. If you

have a steady income and have lived in the same area for at least a year, try

applying for credit with a local business, such as a department store. Or you

might borrow a small amount from your credit union or the bank where you have



checking and saving accounts. A local bank or department store may approve

your credit application even if you do not meet the standards of larger creditors.

Before you apply for credit, ask whether the creditor reports credit history

information to credit bureaus serving your area. Most creditors do, but some do

not. If possible, you should try to get credit that will be reported. This builds your

credit history. If you are rejected for credit, find out why. There may be reasons

other than lack of credit history. Your income may not meet the creditor's

minimum requirement or you may not have worked at your current job long

enough. Time may resolve such problems. You could wait for a salary increase

and then reapply, or simply apply to a different creditor. However, it is best to

wait at least 6 months before making each new application. Credit bureaus

record each inquiry about you. Some creditors may deny your application if they

think you are trying to open too many new accounts too quickly. If you still cannot

get credit, you may wish to ask a person with an established credit history to act

as your cosigner. Because a cosigner promises to pay if you don' t, this can

substantially improve your chances of getting credit. Once you have repaid the

debt, try again to get credit on your own.

Re-Establishing Credit (Article)

Remember receiving your first credit card? For many, just being considered

"worthy" of a credit card was reason for joy. But having the ability to purchase a

new stereo, or whatever, without cash in hand was cause for great jubilation!
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Chances are, however, when the credit card issuer mailed you the glimmering

new plastic card (with the extensive terms of agreement in print scarcely

readable with a magnifying glass), they failed to include a user's manual. Nor

were they required by the Surgeon General to include a warning: "Misuse of a

credit card could potentially destroy your good credit rating, bring you to financial

ruins, cause marital discord and adversely affect your relationship with relatives,

friends and associates."

This sector, therefore, is designed to offer some assistance to individuals who

have misused their credit privileges, or for whatever reason, are in need of credit

repair. While enrollment in a debt management program may ultimately resolve a

debtor's financial obligations and "improve" his or her credit history through the

process of re-aging past due accounts "enrolled" in the program, the fact is, past

credit history typically remains on one's credit file for up to 7 years, and

bankruptcy and other public records up to 10 years. Unbeknown to most people,

under certain provisions, some adverse information can be reported indefinitely.

It must be understood that credit reports do not just report an individual's "credit"

history. Credit reports typically includes the individual's name and/or any alias'

used, spousal name, social security number, past and present addresses and

employment history (including salary), detailed account information including a

monthly transaction history provided by most creditors and credit card issuers,

information reported by landlords, utility companies, insurance companies,

doctors, hospitals, lawyers and other professionals. Public records are also



included, such as bankruptcy filings, lawsuits, court judgements, foreclosures,

judgement liens, tax liens, mechanics liens, and criminal arrest and convictions.

Inquiries by creditors and others are also listed on one's credit report.

Derogatory information on your credit report can severely damage your chances

of qualifying for a loan or a line of credit, be it for a credit card, a mortgage or any

consumer goods or services. Additionally, it can even affect your chances of

getting a good job or renting a place to live. Today, most banks, creditors,

landlords, and a growing number of employers, rely on credit reports for

obtaining information and making decisions. In an age when credit files are easily

stored in computer files and can be transmitted on request worldwide in a matter

of moments, establishing a good consumer report is not only smart, but essential

for most consumers wanting a better life.

If your credit report reflects favorably upon you, you are to be commended. If,

however, your report is tarnished like that of millions of others, which most often

is a direct result of misuse of credit cards, than perhaps it's time for "plastic"

surgery. Regardless of how bad your current credit record looks, with a sincere

desire and a concerted effort to turn it around, in time your credit report will

improve. Many creditors are happy to extend credit to people who have taken

definitive action to resolve their financial problems and have re-established a

history of good credit.

Credit repair is the process of re-establishing and maintaining a good consumer

report. First, you need to review your credit report to see what it contains. Next,

you need to analyze it to determine it's accuracy. Then, you must take corrective

action. This means taking steps to bring delinquent accounts current, paying off



or settling accounts, and in some cases, adding a brief statement to explain the

reason for a derogatory entry. Taking corrective action also means "disputing

outdated, incorrect and misleading information". During the repair process, and

as soon as possible, you also need to add positive information to your file to

reflect a good payment history and to show stability. Lastly, once established,

you need to maintain a good credit record. Naturally, this means making timely

payments to your creditors. As accounts are paid off, however, it is important to

keep a few credit accounts active to ensure that positive information is added

routinely. And, by all means, to ensure accuracy, review your credit report

annually.

(End of Article)

It is important to understand that your clients' Credit Reports will be significantly

improved through the Arbitration and Settlement of the problem debt. Debts

which are settled are reported as such on the Credit Report and are no longer

reported as "Outstanding" or unpaid.

You should also educate your clients on the process of reviewing and correcting

the other information on their Credit Report, and adding any other statement to

their report as necessary. (Credit Repair)

Some clients may be faced with the last resort of BANKRUPTCY as the only real

solution to their Debt problems as Settlement is just not possible due to lack of

funds to accomplish the settlement.



To give appropriate advice to your client you need to be familiar with the Act

governing Bankruptcy .

Due to the size of the Act the following Internet addresses are provided to direct

you to the information regarding the legislation governing Bankruptcy:

In the U.S. - htt: / /www.law.cornell.edu/to ics/bankru tc .html

In Canada — htt://laws. ustice. c.ca/en/b-3/5653.html

There are many hundreds of other excellent resources for this information online
as well.

The following are Terms and phrases used by the Credit Bureaus in Credit
Reports and are Internationally recognized.

Words Used ln A Credit Report

AGE Subjec t 's Age CF Co-Applic. Former Employer
JUDG Jud g ement OPD Orderly Payment of Debts

AKA Also Known as CHKAC Checking Account
LIAB Liab i l i ties in OPND Date Opened

B Both or Buying D Divorced
L/P Date o f Last Payment P Separated
BAL Balance DAPA Debtor Assist. Pool Account
M Male, Married, or BDS PD Date Paid
Birthdate — Subject DEF Defendant

MAR Mari ta l Status PD CL Paid Collection
BKRPT Bankr uptcy DEP Dependents
MR Months Reviewed P/D Past Due Amount
BUS Business DIS Dispute

N/RES No n - responsibility R Revolving Charge

BUS/IDCode Bus. Industry Code DLA Date of Last Activity
NSF Check insufficient funds RPTD Date Reported

CA Current Address DV FD Divorce Filed
NV Not Ve r i f ied RT Rating
CDC Consumer Debt Counseling DV FL Divorce Final

0 Own or Rent S Single or Subject
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EF Former employ.- Subject ST JD Satisfied Judgement
SAT Satisfied I Installment
EC Employment — Co-Applic. TRMS Terms
SAVAC Savings Account ID Identification Information
E2 Employment — Subject 2" UP CL Unpaid collection
Former SECLN Sec u red Loan IND Individual
FA Former Address VER Date Verified
SINCE On file since date INQS Inquiries
FAD Last date file accessed VLDEP Voluntary Deposit
SP MT Separate Maintenance INV DIS Involuntary Discharge
FORCL Foreclosure VOL Voluntary
SSS Social Ins./Sec. 0 subject INVOL Involuntary
GARN Garnishment VOL DIS Voluntary Discharge
SSC Social Ins./Sec. 0 Co-App INVER Indirectly Verified
H/C High Credit
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Pay Habits

The Pay Habits used io standardize reporting are illustrated by iwo elements. The
type of Account is indicated by a letter, followed by ihe Usual Manner of Paymeni,
which is indicated by a number ( ex. R1 ).

Type of Account

There are three TYPES OF ACCOUNTS. They are as follows:

1. An "0" represents an "OPEN" account. Eg., An account io be paid after one

billing. An account expected io be paid in one payment, such as a 30 — day

account. An account in which the entire amount to be paid within certain

limits, such as 60 or 90 days with no interest or service charge.

2. An "R" represents a "REVOLVING" account. Eg., An account with regular

monthly payments based on the amount of ihe balance due.

3. An "I" represents an "INSTALLMENT" account. Eg., An account with a fixed

number of specified paymenis — specified as io amounts and time, and

including interest charges. An example is a vehicle loan over 3 years.

Usual Manner of Payment

Credit graniors classify ihe USUAL MANNER of PAYMENTwith ihe following
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numbers. These numbers signify how ihe customer paid ihe account in ihe

month reported.

Usual Manner of Payment

"0" = To new to rate, approved bui not used

"1" = Pays (or paid) within 30 days of billing, pays account as agreed

"2" = Pays (or paid) in more than 30 days, bui not more than 60 days, one

payment past due

"3" = Pays (or paid) in more than 60 days, bui not, more than 90 days, two

payments past due

"4" = Pays (or paid) in more than 90 days, but not more than 120 days, three or more payments

past due

"5" = Account is ai least 120 days overdue, but is noi yei rated a "9"

"6" = This number is not used for rating

"7" = Making regular payments under a consolidation order or similar

arrangement

"8" = Repossession ( indicates if ii is a voluntary return of merchandise by ihe

customer)

"9" = Bad debt, placed for collection or skip

You should become familiar with ihe Bankruptcy Acts and ihe general rules

pertaining to bankruptcies. Information on Bankruptcy follows for your study.
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International Association of
Pr ofessional Debt Arbitr ators

Module Three

The Collection Industry

Certified Debt Arbitrators would be at a significant disadvantage in negotiation
without a thorough understanding of the Collection Industry, its background,
practices and priorities. This section of the training focuses on Collection,
Creditors, Collectors and Attorneys.

Background - Defining the Basics of the Collection Process:

Firstly let's list the process that collection follows in simple numeric order:

THE COLLECTION PROCESS

1. P ayment Missed

- Friendly Reminder

2. Payment still not made

- Another friendly reminder

3. Payment still missed

- Possible Phone call

4. No Payment received

- Firmer letter (revoke credit, etc....)

5. No Payment

- In-house collection

6. Still no Payment



- Collection Agency

7. Process starts again (letters, calls...)

The system of negotiation that we use to deal with our clients debt follows the

same rules whether we are dealing with the Creditors accounts department, with

a third party collector/collection agency or Attorney.

Questions and Answers About Debt Collection

From obtaining business to receiving payments, debt collection may be one of

the nation's most misunderstood professions. Defining the basics-what

collection professionals do and how they work-is the first step toward providing a

clear picture of one of society's most misunderstood industries.

What is a professional debt collection service?

Third-party debt collection services collect on past-due accounts referred to them

by various credit grantors-including credit card issuers, banks, car dealers, retail

stores, healthcare facilities, funeral homes — any business that extends credit or

offers payment installment plans.

What does a typical professional collection office do?

Often creditors cannot locate their consumers because they move or change

their phone numbers. The first thing a collection service must do is locate the

consumer's current address or phone number through a process called

skiptracing. The collection office then sends the consumer a notice that allows

him or her to dispute the validity of the debt and/or request verification of the



debt. Once the notice is received, a collector may call or write to the

consumer and ask for full payment of the debt. If payment in full is not

possible, the collector will use many tactics to try to collect the outstanding

debt. The collection agency only gets paid when outstanding debt is collected

and the amount of payment is based on the amount collected, so the

motivation is to collect as much as they can persuade the debtor into paying

in as short amount of time as possible.

Why are accounts referred for collection?

Most accounts are referred for collection because they have gone unpaid for

an average of four to eight months and the creditor has not received any

communication from the consumer. Since third-party collection services use

specialized phone systems, computers and software designed specifically for

the collection industry, along with proven collection tactics, they are more

effective than credit grantors at retrieving payment on delinquent accounts.

What's the difference between in*ouse collections and a third

party collection?

Third-party collectors are directly regulated by the Debt Collection Practices

Acts, (Both in U.S. and Canada), which is administered by the Federal

Governments. The Acts set forth strict guidelines designed to protect

consumers from abusive, misleading and unfair debt collection practices.

Credit grantor collection techniques are covered by law only under certain

conditions.



Is there a typical debtor?

No. People from all walks of life face financial problems. These problems can

stem from poor money management and budgeting skills to from unforeseen

circumstances. Statistics in North America show that of all DEBTORS IN

COLLECTION, 87 % live month to month on the edge and a major expense

like an automobile repair will put them over the edge, 10 % are in collection

due to a major disaster in their lives such as divorce, job loss or health issue

and the other 3 % are people who plan not to pay their debt obligations.

What about those who have fallen into debt because of
unexpected or catastrophic events?

The industry Code Of Ethics requires Debt Collector members to "show due

consideration for the misfortunes of consumers in debt and to deal with them

according to the merits of their individual cases. Because every account is

unique, collection professionals are supposed to carefully listen to the

consumer's situation, and find a mutually agreeable solution to their individual

payment problems. This is often not the case as the Collection Agency is a

"For Profit" business who only get paid on the collection of the debt and cases

need to be dealt with as quickly as possible, so the intimidation tactics are

their most effective tools, and some agencies rely heavily on these tools.

How has the collection industry changed over the past 15 years?

In addition to more thorough training in the most effective tactics for collection

agents, the greatest changes in the collection industry resulted from a



significant increase in automation. Fifteen years ago, most collection offices

kept track of accounts on paper cards, information was recorded manually

and collectors dialed their phones themselves. Today, offices are

computerized and use collection-specific software and sophisticated

telephone systems with automated dialers. The typical collection agency is a

collection of computer terminals, telephone headsets and a pressure

environment to collect with more pay and bonuses going to the most

aggressive collectors.

WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT BILL COLLECTORS? (Ar ticle)

Or the collection agencies as we call them. If you are one of those unfortunates

who must deal with these fellows bear in mind that preparation is the name of the

game. You must prepare yourself for their tactics and make a case for the

settlement you wish to make. Collection agencies only get paid when they

collect; so the more they can get the more they earn. Here's where you have to

stand firm and not let them get you to repay the entire debt. Professional

Arbitrators are invaluable to debtors in this regard.

The Arbitrators weapons for dealing with the collection agency is to state that you

want to be fair to all of your creditors, but you only have so much money to give

to each. And if all of them decided to use a collection agency to get their money

you might be forced into bankruptcy. If you need to deal with the bill collector

personally, then address him courteously, pointing out the reasons why you were

late and the settlement you wish to make. You must sound convincing to get his

attention. If the bill collector refuses to go along with your idea, make sure you



leave him with a good taste in his mouth. That is, you' ve treated him with respect

and appreciate the reception he gave you.

Suppose the collection agency won't accept any of your proposals. Suppose the

collection agency says they are going to take you to court to collect. Then your

next recourse is to employ the services of a Professional third party Arbitrator to

work out a settlement plan . The Arbitrator will tell the bill collector (collection

agency) that you'd much rather settle the matter before it goes any further. Both

of you can avoid a lot of trouble by making a reasonable settlement.

Why make an offer at all? You want to prevent your having to apply for

bankruptcy. What's more, the creditor will be happier to deal with a settlement

payment which pays off the debt. He gets nothing if you go bankrupt. And a

bankruptcy on your record will be the worst thing you can do.

Bill collectors are not allowed to harass you if you don't want them to do so. The

Fair Debt Collection Act (U.S.) gives you the right to write the collection agency

for whom the bill collector works and tell them to stop bothering you. You usually

use this right when things get out of hand. You have the right to:

1. Stop all future collection attempts.

2. Prohibit bill collector from calling you at work.

3. Prohibit late calls to your home at night.

4. Make certain the money you do pay goes to the debt you want paid.

The letter must contain material which relates to your ability to pay, when and

what you will be able to pay. State the abuse the collector has inflicted on you

and your family and make a specific demand that the collector stop contacting



you. You must be tough and stick to your guns at this point. Don't let them get

away with it, The law is strictly on your side!

The law mentioned above protects you only from the BILL COLLECTOR being

overly zealous. The CREDITOR can take up contacts with you without worry.

Normally he doesn't do this when the collection agency tells him they couldn' t

collect. He just files it away for the future. And usually forgets about it. Unless

one fine day he sees you driving an expensive car.

(End of Article)

Below is another article on the subject, the laws mentioned although specific to
certain jurisdictions are found in similar form in most jurisdictions in North
America.

FAST FACTS: DEBT COLLECTORS by the Editors of Nolo Press.

The law prohibits creditors from using abusive or deceptive tactics to collect a

debt. The law, however, also grants powerful collection tools to creditors once

they have won a lawsuit over the debt. Here are six frequently asked questions

and answers about debt collectors.

1. Collection agencies have been calling me all hours of the day and night. How

can I get them to stop contacting me?

It's against the law for a bill collector who works for a collection agency (as

opposed to working in the collections department of the creditor itself) to call you

before 7 am or after 9 pm. The law, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act

(FDCPA), also bars collectors from calling you at work, harassing you, using



abusive language, making false or misleading statements, adding unauthorized

charges and many other practices. Under the FDCPA, you have the right to

demand that the collection agency stop contacting you, except to tell you that

collection efforts have ended or that the creditor or collection agency will sue

you. You must put your request in writing.

2. I'm also getting calls and letters from the collections department of a local

merchant I did business with. Can I tell that collector to stop contacting me?

No, the FDCPA (Fair Debt Collection Practices Act) applies only to bill collectors

who work for collection agencies. Several states, including California, Florida,

Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Oregon, Texas and Wisconsin,

have laws which bar all debt collectors-both working for a collection agency and

working for the creditor itself — from harassing, abusing or threatening you or

making any false or misleading statement. These state laws, however, don't give

you the right to demand that the collector stop contacting you. There is one

exception: Residents of New York City can use a local consumer protection law

(Rules of the City of New York sec. 5-77(b)(4)) to write any bill collector and say

"Stop!"

3. I just got a form collection letter with a lawyer's mechanically reproduced

signature on it. Is this a legitimate collection technique?

Perhaps not. Under the FDCPA (Fair Debt Collection Practices Act), a lawyer

must review each individual collection case before putting his or her name on a

collection letter. The lawyer can't simply authorize that a form letter be sent and

then let the bill collector send it, with the lawyer's signature, if the lawyer hasn' t



reviewed the particular debtor's file. To put a stop to it, you may be able to sue

the lawyer for up to $1,000 in small claims court for violating the FDCPA.

4. A bill collector insisted that I wire the money I owe through Western Union.

Am I required to do so?

No, and it could add a lot to your debt if you did. Many collectors, especially

when a debt is more than 90-days past due, will suggest several "urgency

payment" options, including: * Sending money by express or overnight mail-this

will add at least $10 to your bill; a first class stamp is fine. * Wiring money

through Western Union's Quick Collect or American Express' Moneygram.

Another $10 waste. * Putting your payment on a credit card not at its maximum.

You' ll never get out of debt if you do this.

5. I' ve moved a lot and recently heard from a collector on a bill that's almost

three years old. How did the collector find me?

In this technological age, it's easy to run but harder to hide. Collectors use the

following primary resources to find debtors: * relatives, friends, neighbors and

employers — collectors pose as long-lost friends to get these people to reveal your

new whereabouts * post office change of address forms * state motor vehicle

registration information * voter registration records * a former landlord * banks

6. Can a collection agency add interest to my debt?

Not unless it was called for in your original agreement or allowed under your

state's law. Many states do authorize the collection of such interest. In California,

for example, collection agencies can add interest because the Civil Code (sec.

3289(b)) permits a creditor to charge interest after default, even if the contract is

silent.



(End of Article)

The following article refers to training of the Collector and is meant to familiarize

you with some of the psychology of collection only:

Collection Training - Article

A collection program cannot be tentative in nature. It must be direct and it must

be obvious. You can't beg for your money. You have to put your cards on the

table and call the hand. If you have done a proper job of dealing with the debtor

from the start, you have a hand full of aces.

When you reach this stage, you should have signed purchase orders,

guarantees, delivery receipts and detailed information on the current financial

condition of the debtor. To counter your efforts, the debtor has a variety of

psychological weapons, which are meant to shift the burden of payment off his

shoulders or delay payment indefinitely into the future. The more you have

prepared, the less effective these psychological weapons become.

If you are prepared, you have an impressive arsenal of weapons. You have all

the evidence you require to obtain a judgment against the debtor and, since you

know his bank account number, you can have the sheriff take the money out of it.

You have a personal guarantee, which will allow you to pursue the debt

personally if you can't get paid by the business. You have all the necessary

documents signed by the debtor. You are no longer talking to the debtor about if

he will pay but when and under what terms the payment will be made.



Al Capone once stated that you will get a better response with a gun and a nice

word than with a nice word alone. While the temptation is certainly there to force

a debtor to pay, your weapons are limited by laws and common sense. SOLID

collection is designed to use those weapons to their best advantage. There is

nothing you can legally do to produce a perfect collection record, but SOLID

collection will give you the tools to improve the ratio of collections you can make

in house.

SOLID collection is based upon an acronym device to make it easier to

remember. The program falls into five basic sections: Set-up, Opening, Lead the

Debtor through excuses, Insist on a commitment and Don't hesitate. They spell

SOLID because we wanted them to spell solid. You will find it easier to

remember.

Set-u for the call. Nothing gets a debtor off the hook faster than a caller who is

unprepared. You are going to ask for something the debtor does not want to give

up. Your conversation should be pleasant, but you are on opposite sides of the

fence. Your best interests are contrary to the debtor's best interests. Do not

expect the debtor to help you collect. If you don't have your facts straight, the

debtor is off the hook. Here is what you need:

Order information. Who said to do the job? You should not only know their name

but have their signed order. You should also have them listed on the credit

application as one of the company representatives that may place orders.

Approval Information. Who said the specifications were acceptable? This should

also be in writing and should also be from somebody the debtor company listed

as having the authority to deal with your company.



Shipping Information. Who signed the bill of lading? You should have a copy of

the shipper's information so you can snuff out any notion of shipping problems. If

there was a problem, it would be on the bill of lading.

Invoice Copy. What was sold under what terms? This document should match

closely with the purchase order provided by the debtor. You should know when it

was mailed to the debtor and if the debtor has received additional copies of the

invoice.

Customer satisfaction information. A good vendor calls customers to verify what

is received in writing. You should make notes of these calls, who you spoke to

and what they said. Problems that did not exist after two weeks have no right to

appear after two months.

Follow up information. When were statements sent out or second and third

copies of the invoice? You cannot stop a debtor from pleading ignorance, but you

can keep it from being blamed on you.

Now you have a complete picture of the sale. You can not only provide details to

the debtor, you can stuff most of the debtor's lame excuses right back in their

faces. You have the names, the dates and the activities right in front of you. It will

take less than two minutes to review this information, but you will save many

phone calls, not to mention money, by preparing for your collection calls.

It would be unlikely that you are the only credit problem facing the debtor. A

simple and successful stalling tactic used by many debtor is nothing more than to

question some aspect of the debt. This will send you scurrying through your files

and may take quite some time. The debtor can work this stall successfully for

quite some time and you may not even realize he is stalling. I am not saying that



your debtor is intentionally lying. If you make it easy, however, it could take you

weeks just to get out of the starting gate.
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Above all, don't give hard luck stories. Unless, of course, you want to get

involved in a game ofl can top thatwith the debtor. You may get some

interesting stories, but you won't get much money. You have to come on strong.

Coming on strong demonstrates your sense of urgency and your intent to make

this issue a priority. It sends a clear message to the debtor that you mean

business. Here's how you do it:

Speak to the right person. One of my favorite scenes from the movie The Pink

Panther from United Artists was when Inspector Clouseau, noting a dog sitting

near a hotel manager, asked

"Does your dog bite?"

The manager didn't hear and Clouseau repeated the question several times.

Finally the manager answered.

"No, Sir, my dog does not bite!"

Clouseau went over to pet the dog who promptly bit him. Upset and angry,

Clouseau confronted the manager.

"I thought you said your dog did not bite?"

To which the manager replied with a perfectly straight face:

"Yes, Sir, but thatis not my dog."

If you are talking to the wrong person, you are wasting your time. If anything, you

are making the collection task more difficult by creating a situation where the



debtor can come back at you and demand an apology for your aggressive,

harassing behavior with one of the employees.

Give your name and company. Yes, this will alert the debtor and provide an

opportunity to avoid speaking to you, but we' ve already covered how to handle

that problem. If you have taken on the debtor before, he will already know that

you are not a person to be dismissed. It is not necessary for you to establish fear

in the debtor, merely respect and the knowledge that you will not be put off. The

debtor should know that, if he will not speak to you now, he will be bothered by

your call again in half an hour.

Tell the debtor why you are calling immediately. Don't try to dress this up as a

sales call. Dive right in. In an attempt to demonstrate your relationship with the

debtor, you may try to establish a rapport through small talk. This not only

sidetracks the issue, it provides the debtor with time to consider options such as

having to get to another phone call. The longer you delay, the greater the

opportunity for the debtor to wiggle out of the call with any number of possible

business interruptions.

"Tell the debtor you are calling about invoice number XX for XXX dollars, dated XX/XX/XX. Tell

the debtor the work was ordered by so and so and approved by what's his name. Let the debtor
know you are aware of follow up calls in which whomever said the work was totally acceptable.
Note the age of the bill. Send a loud, clear message that you are in control.

"

You are calling for one single reason: You want to resolve a past due bill. If the

debtor tries to move the conversation to another subject, don't be afraid to tell

him that, while you understand his desire to discuss this other issue, that is not

why you called. You called to discuss his past due bill and you would like to

resolve that issue before moving on to another subject.



Insist On All The Money Now!. Now that you have clearly demonstrated your

knowledge of the debt; now that the debtor is aware that you are a force to be

reckoned with; now you begin to negotiate. Very few debtors will want to pay you

everything immediately. They would rather pay you very little as late as possible.

What you are doing by asking for everything now is establishing one extreme of

the negotiations. The debtor establishes the other when he replies.

By going first, however, and insisting on the fulfillment of the debtor's obligation,

you are exerting strong psychological pressure on the debtor to give you more

than he wants to give. Nothing works all the time, but you will NEVER get more

money than you demand. Keep in mind that the debtor's bargaining position is

weak.

There are times when you want to retain a customer. In those cases you will be

negotiating with the debtor. I will discuss that situation later. In a great many

cases, you have already written this debtor off as a bad credit risk. You have

everything you need to force the collection of your money. The only question at

stake is how and when the money will be collected.

You can expect to wait at least three or four months to get paid through the

courts. Usually it takes six months to two years. Keep that in mind when you

consider a payment schedule or a settlement offer. Since you hold most of the

good cards, you should insist on some form of written acceptance for any

payment schedule that includes penalties if the debtor should fail to meet his

obligations.

Lead The Debtor Throu h Excuses. W hat kind of excuses can you expect to

hear? Just about anything you could dream up. You' ll hear sad stories and



apologies of every conceivable dimension. It doesn't matter. Be polite, because

you are still speaking to a customer, but be firm. You understand the problem,

but goods were delivered, there was no problem with the quality and the money

was due and not paid. The sympathy you may have for the debtor's problem

does not reduce the responsibility for the debt to be paid. A good phrase to keep

in mind is Yes, l understand but... The bottom line, the 'but' if you will, is that the

debtor contracted for what you provided and failed to live up to the contract. If the

debtor is unwilling to rectify the situation, breaching the contract in a show of bad

faith. There is no reason you can accept for non-payment.

If you have all the signed documents we have mentioned earlier, the debtor' s

best weapon has been reduced to an excuse or many excuses. Review the

section on stalls until you can recognize all of them for what they are. Then, as

they arise, cut them down. With no excuses, the debtor is much more likely to

move your bill higher in his list of priority payments.

Insist On A Commitment. Now that we have carefully moved the debtor through

the maze of excuses and stalls, we can consider the ultimate solution to our

problem. The ultimate solution to any stall is to exact a specific commitment from

a debtor. After discussing the matter, you may feel that you can accept two half

payments, four quarter payments or whatever. You must obtain an agreement

with the debtor that the payments will be a specified amount of money paid on a

given date. l' ll pay something as soon as I can is a terrible commitment that could

usually be translated into I' ll pay nothing for as long as possible. If you accept

that commitment, you are putting yourself on the very bottom of the list of

creditors to be paid. There is nothing to guarantee that a debtor will live up to the
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promise, but you can deal with that problem from a much stronger hand if you get

a specific commitment. You can't honestly expect a debtor to come forward and

volunteer a quick full payment.

Don't be afraid to say something like I need one thousand dollars on Friday. You

can tell the debtor you will send an employee or courier to pick up the check,

which will help even more. As a general rule, you won't want to send a salesman.

He works too hard being a friend to the debtor and can be more easily

manipulated than somebody the debtor doesn't know.

If you are going to set up a payment schedule, make it just as specific. Tell the

debtor you expect five hundred dollars every month in your office by the fifteenth

of every month starting July fifteenth. Have the debtor called four days before the

check is due to remind them of their commitment.

Make sure you tell the debtor to write down the commitment. Let him know that

you are also writing down the commitment and intend to follow it up

conscientiously. To be certain both you and the debtor are in agreement on this

commitment, insist on something in writing such as a note that can be faxed to

your office. You have a right to expect compliance with this request and you

should treat any attempt to avoid written confirmation as a stall.

Don't Hesitate. If the debtor pays, you start to think in terms of a customer again,

but all debtor's don't live up to their word. If you expect a check from a debtor on

your desk on July fifteenth and it's July sixteenth and you have not yet received

any money, call the debtor. Remind them of their commitment. Tell them of your

disappointment. Find out what has caused the delay and then, before you hang

up, put the hammer down.
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Tell the debtor he is running out of time. It is obvious that he is trying to avoid

paying. You have made a payment agreement and he has not only ignored the

payment, he has failed to call you and explain the reason for the delay. Unless

you receive the payment within five days, you see no alternative but to place the

debtor with an outside collection agency. If your professional organization has a

local credit bureau program, you can also mention that you will be forced to

reluctantly put the debtor's name on that report. You would like to avoid litigation,

but the debtor must show good faith and send you the check immediately.

Because it is unpleasant to call somebody's bluff, we often find ourselves giving

the debtor a few extra days. We rationalize about slow mail delivery and the

debtor's bookkeeper being on vacation and anything else we can think of that will

allow us to avoid confrontation. We tell ourselves that we are just giving the

debtor the benefit of the doubt. What we are really doing, however, is letting the

debtor off the hook.

The debtor had promised to pay you one thousand dollars on Friday. It is

Monday and you have not yet been paid. Yes, the check may have been mailed,

but the point is you don't have the money. Call the debtor immediately. Now is

the time for you to bring out your big guns. He promised and has not delivered.

You have no reason to believe he will live up to any future promise. It is now or

never, payment or litigation. You may choose to accept a lower payment or a

short extension but make certain that the debtor understands that you have

reached the end of your rope. That should move you to the very top of his priority

payment list. If you don't get paid then, it is likely that the debtor has no means

with which to pay and you should send this bill out for collection immediately.



(End of Article)



Priorities of the Collector

It is important to understand the PRIORITIES of the collector, we will discuss
them in order:

1. PIF (payment in full)

The collector (Collection Agency) will want to collect the entire amount which is

outstanding as their FIRST priority, this is where the scare tactics are put to best

use by the collector.

2. Possible settlement

The second most favorable situation for the collector is to arrange for

SETTLEMENT of the account for as much of the outstanding debt as is possible

to get.

3. PA (payment arrangement)

If an amount of money is not immediately available to SETTLE the account, the

third option of arranging for payments to come in over a long period of time. This

is a much longer process for the collector to deal with and is much less desirable

to them than settlement. It is also not a situation which leads to the best

negotiated settlement of the outstanding dollar amount in dispute for the debtor.

4. Sue

The collector who is not successful with one of the other solutions has only two

options left and the next option is to sue the debtor. This is not a very good

option as the process is very time consuming and expensive. The parties after a
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long, stressful and expensive battle seldom are where they could have been

through negotiation earlier. lf a judgement is granted to the creditor it will last for

ten years, this is not good for either party as the creditor has to keep the file open

and keep checking on the debtor who has the judgement continually hanging

over his/her head. Often the cases end up here because of a deteriorated

relationship due to the collection process and the lack of a third party to get

negotiation on track. This is where a Professional Arbitrator is invaluable.

5. Close

lf the collector decides that sueing the debtor is not a good option due to

circumstances they will simply close the collection file. This will result in very

negative information to be added to the debtors credit record, which will haunt

them for a very long time. The collector also does not WIN as no funds were

collected.

The following is an example of typical collection calls:

TYPICAL INITIAL COLLECTOR CALL

"Hi, Mr. Smith, this is Joe from Acme Collection Agency in Anycity.

Your file has been placed with us by "Credit Card Co." for collection in the

amount of $5000.

Do you have a pen and paper?

Our company name is Acme, our address is 555 Debtor Street, and our phone

number is 555-5555.

My name is Joe Collector.



Now Mr. Smith I need certified funds in my office today by 3pm in order to avoid

further action."

The debtor will usually say they don't have the money.

"Mr. Smith this debt is seriously in arrears."

"Let me update your financial position."

" ls your address still....

"Are you still employed with...."

"Are you currently banking at...."

"Your monthly income is...."

The collector will now carry on with his/her own style. Some collections will be

very firm with little room for the debtor to breathe. Other collectors will try the

"nice guy approach and help the debtor source for funds.

COLLECTION TACTICS

Collectors' styles vary with personalities. Some are very aggressive while

others seem very meek. Good collectors are best to deal with as they want to get

the account resolved and understand that bullying and intimidation doesn't work.

They will help you in getting the best possible settlement.

Inexperienced collectors have just gone through their training and really don' t

know how to get settlements done. It's our job to help them. Some of these

collectors may be difficult to deal with due to their insecurity and feelings of lost

control.
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Bad collectors may be experienced or inexperienced. They may feel threatened

and insecure by you as well. They may be trying to avoid conflict. You can't push

them; you must let them feel like they are in control of the matter.

introverts and Extroverts:

Introverts like to analyze situations. They will consider questions before they

speak. They need information (financial statements, POA, etc....) Extroverts like

to talk out the situation. They need to feel in control. Let them talk. Don't interrupt.

Good guy, Bad guy Approach:

Some Collectors will work in teams. The first collector will call using a very

aggressive manner, demanding payment. If they find that this is not working,

they may send in the non-confrontational (nice-guy) collector who will suggest

that they look into all possible avenues to clear the debt (relatives, banks...). The

debtor may not respond to the aggressive collector but often the less demanding

collector will have amazing results.

Debt Collection Acts

Debt collectors are regulated in Canada and the U.S. by Debt Collection Practices Acts

and need to abide by strict rules. The Fair Debt Collection Practice Act is included with

the course materials for your reference.
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International Association of
Pr ofessional Debt Arbitr ators

Module Four

Credit Repair

Introduction

Bad credit stops people from getting mortgages, car loans and credit

cards. When credit can be obtained those with poor credit scores pay

higher rates and fees. Most people deal with their credit report issues by

ignoring them. By taking a pro-active approach, even folks emerging from

the most serious of debt and credit problems can find their credit repaired

back up io reasonable levels within a year.

Many of Debt, Arbitration Clients will become a valuable source for Credit

Repair contracts once all of their problem debts have been successfully

negotiated and settled by a Certified Debt Arbitrator.

Important Note: The Credit Repair Industry has had much negative

publicity in recent years due io unscrupulous business practices, our

training program focuses only on completely legal and effective methods

of repairing a client's damaged credit.



A little background information:

If one discovers inaccuracies on their credit report responsibility lies with the

individual to begin the corrections process, either on their own or with the help of

a Credit Repair Professional. Letters must be written explaining exactly what the

problem is and the remedy they feel warranted. Especially when dealing with

inaccuracies we must remember that each credit reporting agency maintains its

own database of information. Therefore one agency might report an item properly

while others report it improperly and vise versa. Furthermore, if a common

inaccuracy exists with multiple reporting agencies the repair process must take

place with each agency reporting the item inaccurately individually. In many

cases this means to remove an item that has made its way onto each bureaus

agency report, we must write three sets of letters and follow the process through

with all three different agencies in order to be sure an item comes off from the

reports. Once notified of a problem an agency will contact the creditor or reporter

of the item in question and seek a response regarding the accuracy of the item.

Under the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act if the agencies do not receive a

reasonable proper response within 30 days they are obligated to follow your

directives on proper treatment of the item. Should a proper response be

received the bureau may well request more information on why you believe your

position be the correct one. We advocate dealing with only one item per



correspondence. To extend this out given earlier facts that each item must be

dealt with individually with each agency, a hypothetical result for someone with

ten erroneous items could mean initiating 30 sets of correspondence to correct

the problem. Once you find you have completed this task follow up once again or

check the report again. Just because a letter has been written and a creditor has

not responded within a given time frame does not mean that the agency will

remove the report without further follow up and an additional correspondence. On

the other hand keep in mind changes may take a month or more to appear on a

report. While the process for proper credit reporting is in place, assuring

accuracy of your own credit report rests with you on behalf of your client.

Improving a credit score is one of the few areas of life where doing nothing

can be tremendously productive. Once the items causing negative impact on the

credit report have ended, the simple passing of time does wonders for the credit

score. While the advantage of improving a credit score with the passing of time

comes in the form of non-existent effort, the disadvantage comes in that time

must take its own course. Even those with the best of credit cannot buy more

time or speed the passing of time. Generally the date used to trigger the passing

of time in this context starts with the date of the last activity of the account.

Interpretation and misuse of this rule accounts for many reporting errors. For

example if a person last made a payment on a charge card in 2000 and in 2003 a

new entity buys the account and begins to report it the new entity the credit

reporting bureaus may treat the initial reporting as the date of the new entity. But

in reality the date of the last activity of the debtor's point of view came in 2000

with the last payment. "Last activity" for purposes of credit reporting means the



debtor's last activity, otherwise by re-selling accounts or re-generating some new

phantom activity the creditors reporting can be extended in perpetuity. To

maintain the accuracy of records that should be dropped from account through

passage of time, usually seven years, individuals should know the exact date of

the last activity and have records for proof.

Credit Rebuilding

You need to strongly stress to your client the importance of staying out of

trouble as a credit-rebuilding tool. Even doing nothing can help a bad credit

report, but repeating poor credit habits can make things much worse. Creditors

can be somewhat understanding of a bad credit incident, if corrected. This can

be particularly true when the bad credit originated with problems outside of the

debtors control such as emergency medical bills. Repeated bad credit behavior

indicates a problem with deeper roots and looks to be a stronger indication that

future credit worthiness looks shaky. If you want a credit report to improve, be

perfect with new credit, as well as old credit where accounts remain open.

To accelerate the rebuilding process instruct your client to have at least three

active credit lines open, and be perfect with them. Car loans or mortgages count

if you still make payments, as well as old credit cards if they can still be used. If

needed obtain new credit store cards or gas cards which can be easier to obtain

than major credit cards. If even those fall beyond reach any one can be accepted

for secured credit cards. Make sure when taking a new credit for rebuilding

purposes that the creditor reports to the major credit agencies. Not all creditors

submit information to the credit bureaus, and almost no debit card or check card



issuers do, even ones with a MasterCard or Visa logo. Use the credit obtained

and make payments on. On time means never being 30 days late. At fifteen days

you may pay a late fee, but late items must hit 30 days overdue before they will

be reported. Using credit does not mean abusing it, a person need not run the

card up to its limit. On the other hand, leaving the card in a wallet will not help

rebuild your credit as much as positive usage.

Let' explore Credit Repair:

What is Credit Repair?

First of all, the term "Credit Repair" is really a misnomer. All the information in

this lesson is provided to help clear up those "questionable" items on your client's

credit reports. At no point will we suggest that you challenge correct and accurate

items on your client's credit report, even if they are derogatory.

Everything you need to know to help you begin repairing unfairly damaged credit

is here. If you follow the lesson suggestions, you will be able to restore your

client's credit completely.

Inaccurate Credit Reports

Newspaper stories over the last 25 years have repeatedly highlighted the

problem of inaccurate information contained in credit reports. According to the

quoted studies, more than 3 in 5 consumers have negative information in their

credit report, and nearly half of the studied reports contained errors ( a full 35%

of Credit Reports contain errors). Some of the errors were serious enough to



prevent the individual from qualifying for credit. Unfortunately, there was very

little anyone could do to fix these problems.

Fair Credit Reporting Aci,(U.S.) Credit Reporting Aci,(Canada)

To address this issue, and provide a remedy to consumers for poor record

keeping on the part of the credit reporting agencies, the Federal Governments in

the U.S. and Canada passed these Credit Reporting Acts. The laws established

by these acts require the credit reporting agencies to remove all obsolete,

inaccurate, irrelevant, outdated, misidentifying, incomplete, incorrect, erroneous,

and misleading information from their credit reports.

Here are the steps required to restoring your client's good

credit:

- Client obtains their Credit Report(s)

- Review the Credit Reports

- Request Correction of all erroneous information

- Await Response

- Repeat ...

Until Satisfied with the Attention from the

Credit Bureaux and the result!



That's all there is to it. Seems easy enough, but your client must have patience,

because the credit bureaus are not always very cooperative. They make their

money by providing credit reports to lenders, not by fixing bad information in their

databases. They are in business for profit don't forget and they do not get paid

for this work.

The Ten Commandments of Disputing Credit Report Information:

Commandmeni One: Never lie in your disputes. In many states and provinces, it

could be a crime for you to lie when disputing credit reports. Therefore, you are

cautioned that you must never lie or make misleading statements when disputing

your clients credit report. Furthermore, it is unnecessary to lie when disputing

your clients credit report. Remember, your client has the right to dispute their

credit report so long as they have reason to believe that is in unverifiable,

inaccurate, or obsolete. In order to dispute information that is technically

accurate, but should still be investigated and deleted on the basis of verifiability,

you must invent other means of disputing the listing besides claiming that it is

"not mine" or "was never late."

Commandmeni Two: Always indicate whether the disputed listing is being

challenged as "not mine" or "not late." While you must never say that the account

isn't yours or that you were never late unless you have reason to believe that

statement is true, the credit bureau must know if you are disputing the existence

of the listing or just the information within the listing. They cannot begin an



investigation unless they know whether you believe the listing doesn't belong on

your report at all, or if you believe the

information on the listing should be changed. If you are unclear about the nature

of your dispute, the credit bureau will promptly return your letter. If you dispute a

listing on the basis that you were "not late," and if the credit bureau fails to verify

the listing, then the listing will be perfected and appear as a positive listing. If you

dispute a listing on the basis that it is "not mine," and if the credit bureau fails to

verify the listing, then the listing will disappear from the credit report altogether.

Since a positive listing is

much better than no listing at all, you should dispute all simple late pay listings as

a "not late" type of dispute. All others must be disputed on the basis that they

may not belong to you (your client).

Commandment Three: Always tell the credit bureau the desired outcome of the

investigation. You must always include what you would like done with the listing.

There are two options: delete the entire listing, or erase the late pay notation

within the listing. Don't bother challenging the information within a collection

listing, charge-off, court record, repossession, foreclosure, or settled account. As

the basic nature of these listings is negative, changing the information within the

listing will yield no improvement. Severely negative listings, such as these, must

be disputed on the basis of complete deletion or not be disputed at



Commandment Four: Always provide a reason for your dispute. If you don't give

some kind of explanation as to why you think the credit report is wrong, then the

checker may return or ignore your dispute.

Commandmeni Five: Always include indicators of authenticity in your dispute.

Don't forget that the job of the checker is to reject irrelevant disputes and to

investigate the bona fide disputes. You may ensure that your disputes sound

authentic by adding things that only a true, frustrated consumer would write, such

as "my son's a banker, and he mentioned that I could write you and you would

clear up these mistakes." Original indicators of authenticity cannot be listed here,

or theywould cease to be effective, but you must get creative and always include

sentences or phrases that will convince the credit bureau that you' re for

real.

Commandmeni Six: Never sound too much like an expert. The credit bureaus

receive over 10,000 disputes per day, and your dispute should look like any

other. If you quote legal statute or you remind the credit bureaus of your rights

under law without adding a personal touch, the checker will suspect that you read

a book about credit repair or you are using a credit repair company. If the

checker believes you are

attempting to restore your (your client's) credit, your dispute will be tossed in the

"frivolous or irrelevant" bin.



Commandmeni Seven: Become more insistent and more threatening with each

dispute. As you submit one dispute after another, it will become increasingly

difficult to get the checker to initiate an investigation. Your first one or two

disputes should be friendly and polite. Just like any other consumer, you can

become frustrated and threatening as time passes. You may threaten to hire an

attorney; you may threaten to complain to the authorities, etc. (Our sample letters

accomplish this)

Commandment Eight: Do not bombard the credit bureaus with disputes.

Sending one dispute right after another is wasteful and counterproductive. You

may send no more than one dispute every thirty- sixty days. If you dispute more

often, the credit bureau will simply return the dispute as "frivolous or irrelevant."

Commandmeni Nine: Use inaccuracies and inconsistencies as examples of

how the credit listings are wrong. Remember that it will do you no good to

change minor information contained in a severely negative listing. Use

inaccuracies and inconsistencies as a basis of dispute. You will do well to use

the other one or two credit reports to establish inconsistencies by comparing the

other credit report to the report you are disputing. Remember, though, that you

can only use another credit report for comparison if that report doesn't confirm

negative credit listings that you are attempting to dispute.

Commandment Ten: Create and utilize other techniques that help further the

idea that the dispute letter is from a truly wronged and disadvantaged consumer.



The checker is only interested in investigating disputes from consumers who

have totally inaccurate credit reports due to credit bureau errors. In short, the

checker only wants to help consumers who have a good case against the credit

bureau and might likely sue them. According to the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the

credit bureaus should legally investigate all disputes that are not "frivolous or

irrelevant." In practice, the checker will only do what he or she has to do in order

to avoid a lawsuit. For this reason, it becomes necessary to contrive all manner

of strategy to compel the checker into doing what the credit bureaus should be

doing anyway — which is to conduct an investigation into every reasonable

dispute.

Important Note

All correspondence to the Credit Bureaus must be addressed from the client

and from the client's address. We will prepare the correspondence on the clients

behalf and diarize the mailings (registered). We need to advise the client that the

process can take several months and patience is required, after all the problems

probably took several months to arrive on the Credit Report.

As you proceed through these steps, keep copies and records of all

correspondence you send and receive. When corresponding with these

agencies, send everything by registered mail, return-receipt requested. Make

sure you obtain a cash receipt and retain a copy of the registered mail receipt.

These will serve as your proof of mailing. If information which was removed from

your client's credit report could reappear at a later time, you will have the

documentation to force the credit agency to permanently delete this entry.
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Also, if you should encounter any special difficulty and would like help in

repairing your client's credit, you will need these records to proceed.

Obtain Your Client's Credit Report

In the U.S.:

1. Equifax Information Service Center
+1.800.685.1111

2. Trans Union Corporation
+1.800.916.8800

3. Experian (formerly TRW) Complimentary Report
+1.800.682.7654

In Canada:

1. Equifax Canada
+1 800 465 7166

2. Trans Union of Canada
+1-800-663-9980

In your request letter, you should provide (a form is also available for this):

- full name

- birthdate

- Social Security number / Social Insurance number

- current address

- former addresses in last 5 years

- photocopy of driving license, showing current address

- photocopy of Social Security card /Social Insurance card



If you fail to include any of these, you will receive a letter back from the credit

reporting agency request that it be included. The credit bureau may request

additional information anyway, and you should provide it as quickly as possible.

This information can all be sent by fax once contact has been made by

telephone.

Within 7 to 10 days you should receive a copy of your credit report from each of

the agencies.

Review Your Client's Credit Report

Now that you have the credit reports in hand, review them very carefully. Each

agency follows their own unique format, but they provide the information which

will help you decode your client's credit report.

For each credit report, carefully note any records which you believe to be

inaccurate, incorrect, erroneous, misleading or outdated. It does not matter

whether the information is negative, neutral, or even positive, if it is in anyway

erroneous it should be removed.

Rank Questionable Items

Once you have noted each questionable item, you should rank them. Rank the

most damaging information first, followed by the next most damaging, etc., until

those items which are neutral. Do this for each credit report, as they may not all

have the same questionable information on them.



The following ordered list should give you an idea of the significance of

derogatory information:

1. bankruptcy

2. foreclosure

3. repossession

4. loan default

5. court judgments

6. collections

7. past due payments

8. late payments

9. credit rejections

10. credit inquiries

You will find that some of the questionable information is duplicated on one or

both the other credit reports, but not all will be.

Next follows the most critical steps.



Firstly we' ll discuss "Inquiries" on the Credit Report:

Every time your client applies for credit, and the credit grantor checks their credit

report, a credit inquiry is placed on their file. Even if they receive a credit offer in

the mail and respond, their credit will almost certainly be checked and a credit

inquiry will be added to their credit report.

Credit inquiries are bad because too many of them can indicate to a creditor that

you' re "credit hungry" and may be in financial trouble. Worse yet, the creditor has

reason to believe that they received many of the credit lines that are showing as

inquiries, and that many of those credit lines have not yet appeared on their

credit report. Too many recent inquiries indicate to a potential credit grantor that

the debt to income ratio may be much higher than allowed. Most creditors

disregard inquiries once they have been on the credit report for six months or

more. This may not help the situation if your client needs credit right away or if

applying to a creditor who looks at all of your inquiries. All credit inquiries should

come off the credit report after two years as policy. They should be removed

before this along with any other negative items we work to remove using the

following steps:

Step One:

You must then find the addresses for each credit inquirer.



Once you have collected all of the addresses for each inquiring creditor on each

credit report, you are ready for step two.

Step Two:

Now you must prepare letters to each inquiring creditor asking them to remove

their inquiry. The Credit Reporting Act allows only authorized inquiries to appear

on the consumer credit report. You must challenge whether the inquiring creditor

had proper authorization before pulling your credit file.

You may write the inquiring creditors a letter such as this (from your client):

Re: Unauthorized Credit Inquiry

Dear American Express,

Recently, I received a copy of my credit report. The credit report showed a credit inquiry by your

company that I do not recall authorizing. I understand that you shouldn't be allowed to put an

inquiry on my file unless I have authorized it. Please have this inquiry removed from my credit file

because it is making it very difficult for me to acquire credit.

I have sent this letter certified mail because I need your prompt response to this issue. Please be

so kind as to forward me documentation that you have had the inquiry removed. If you find that I

am remiss, and you did have my authorization to inquire into my credit report, then please send

me proof likewise.

Thanking you in advance,

Jane Caveat-Debtor



Step Three:

Some of the creditors may provide documentation that a credit inquiry was

authorized by you. Read the authorization that your client signed very carefully. If

there is any ambiguity, you can write back and argue that the inquirer's

authorization form was too complicated and not easily understood by the layman.

You can threaten to contact the authorities and complain about a deceptive and

unclear authorization form if they don't remove your inquiry. Some creditors will

try to ignore your challenge. Be sure to send each letter Certified Mail ( from the

client) and keep close track of the time that you sent the letter. If the inquiring

creditor doesn't respond within about thirty days, you will have ample grounds to

call the inquiring creditor and demand some action. At that point, it's almost

irrelevant whether or not you authorized the inquiry. Then it becomes about the

creditor's lack of response to a consumer dispute. Be sure to hold your ground

and demand that the inquiry be immediately removed or you will complain to the

authorities. Many of your inquiring creditors may simply agree to delete the

inquiry as a courtesy or because they cannot or will not verify your authorization.

That is the goal. Remember, it is not likely that you will need all of your credit

inquiries removed - just enough to keep your client from being denied credit.



Requesting Corrections

It is very important that each questionable trade (account) item is dealt with

individually. If you attempt to have the credit reporting agency correct several

items, or even all items, at once, it will be easier for the agency to claim that your

request is frivolous or irrelevant.

They may attempt to bully you into believing that your request is frivolous, or

even unlawful. But the credit reporting agencies are required by law to assume

that all disputes are bona fide, unless there is clear and convincing evidence that

it is not. A blanket dispute (i.e. all information is challenged) may be considered

evidence that the dispute is frivolous, if you fail to provide any allegations

concerning specific items in your client's file.

You should challenge each item individually, and not give in to them. If the

information they are reporting is inaccurate, incorrect, erroneous, misleading or

outdated, they will have 40 remove it upon investigation. The specific law on

disputes is found in the Credit Reporting Acts in the U.S. and Canada.

You will now write a letter to each credit reporting agency, requesting an

investigation to verify the status of the most damaging item reported by that

agency, and asking that they correct the information.

Also, keep in mind that absent a clear statement that the accuracy or

completeness of specific information is "disputed" or "challenged", your letter

might not be construed as an exercise of rights under the Credit Reporting Act.

Mere explanation of the reason a debt was not paid might not constitute a

dispute and does not require the credit reporting agency to reinvestigate or



accept your client's written dispute statements. Explanations are noi useful,

bui disputes gei results.

Once the credit reporting agency has received your client's dispute letter, they

are obligated io investigate. This obligation is not contingent upon you having

been denied credit.

Note the addresses to which the credit reports direct you for disputes. They will

not be the same as the addresses you used to obtain the credit report.

Note: The credit bureaus change these addresses from time to time. Check their web sites or
their 800 numbers for the most current addresses.

Follow the format in "Sample letter 2", and send it in. Send it Registered, Return

Receipt Requested. Be sure to keep a copy of the letter for your records, the post

office cash receipt, the registered mail receipt, as well as the return receipt, when

you receive it. They will serve as your proof of mailing.

Within 10 to 30 days you will receive a letter from each credit reporting agency

telling you that they are investigating your dispute. Within another 10 to 30 days,

you should receive an updated credit report, indicating that the disputed item has

been removed.

As soon as a credit reporting agency provides you with an updated credit report

showing that the item has been deleted, you should send another dispute letter,

in regards to the next most damaging item.

Repeat this process, until each and every questionable item has been deleted.

In some cases, the credit reporting agencies are slow to respond to your dispute.

If this should occur, you may choose to write another letter, strongly reminding
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the credit bureau of their obligations under the law. You may follow the format in

"Sample letter 3", and be sure to again send it Registered, Return-Receipt

Requested. Again, retain a copy of the letter, all the receipts, as well as the

return receipt when you receive it.

Should the credit reporting agencies just flat out ignore even that letter, you may

follow the format in "Sample letter 4", but tailor it specifically to the circumstances

in which you now find yourself. Be prepared to contact the authorities to file your

formal complaint, should even this letter not elicit a response.

Included, you will also find a powerful letter, "Sample letter 5", you can use when

your client is contacted by a collection agency, attempting to collect on a debt

which they do not owe. They cannot continue to collect, until they have verified

that the debt is actually valid, once you have sent them this notice. You must

send this letter, as all the others, Registered Mail, and retain copies and all

receipts as proof of mailing.

Be creative, be flexible, and be persistent. You will be successful.

Sample Letter 1 - Request for Credit Report

Your Client's Name
123 Street Address
City, ST / Prov. Zip/Postal

Big Credit Bureau
Their Street Address
Some City, ST / Prov. Zip/Postal

1/12/02

Dear Credit Bureau,
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Please send me a copy of my credit report.

My full name is Your Name.
My birthdate is 01-01-1950.
My Social Security number is 123-45-6789.
My current address is 123 Your Street Address, Your City, ST 01234.
I formerly lived at 456 Old Street Address, Old City, ST 34567.
Enclosed, also please find a photocopy of my driving license, showing my current
address, and a photocopy of my Social Security card.
Please send the credit report as soon as you can. Thank you.
Sincerely,

your client's signature

Your Client's Name

Sample Letter 2 - Dispute Letter

Your Client's Name
123 Street Address
City, ST/Prov. Zip/Postal

Big Credit Bureau
Their Street Address
Some City, ST/ Prov. Zip/ Postal

11/10/02

Dear Credit Bureau,

This letter is a formal complaint that you are reporting inaccurate credit

information.
I am distressed that you have included the below information in my credit profile
and have failed to maintain reasonable procedures in your operations to assure
maximum possible accuracy in the credit reports you publish.
Credit reporting laws ensure that bureaus report only 100% accurate credit

information. Every step must be taken to assure the information reported in
completely accurate and correct.
The following information therefore needs to be verified and deleted from the
report as soon as possible:

CREDITOR AGENCY, acct. 123-34567-ABC

The listed item is completely erroneous as it is (not mine, or otherwise incorrect)
and is a ve serious error in re ortin . Please delete this misleadin information,
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and supply a corrected credit profile to all creditors who have received a copy
within the last 6 months, or the last 2 years for employment purposes.
Additionally, please provide the name, address, and telephone number of each
credit grantor or other subscriber.
Sincerely,

your client's signature

Your Client's Name
SSN/SINO 123-45-6789

Sample Letter 3 - Follow-up to Dispute Letter

Your Client's Name
123 Street Address

City, ST/Prov. Zip/Postal

Big Credit Bureau

Their Street Address
Some City, ST/Prov. Zip/Postal

1/05/03

RE: Dispute Letter of 11/10/02

Dear Credit Bureau,

This letter is formal notice that you have failed to respond in a timely manner to

my dispute letter of 11/10/02. Based on the Return-Receipt which has been
delivered by the Post Office, you received my dispute letter on 11/13/02.
As you are well aware, federal law requires you to respond within a reasonable
period of time, and I have given you over 45 days to do so, yet you have failed to
respond. Failure to comply with these federal regulations by credit reporting

agencies are investigated by the Federal Authorities. I am maintaining a careful
record of my communications with you on this matter, for the purpose of filing a
complaint with the Authorities who administer the Act should you continue in
your non-compliance.
Be aware that I am making a final goodwill attempt to have you clear up this

matter. You have 15 days to cure.
For your benefit, and as a gesture of my goodwill, I will restate my dispute. The
following information needs to be verified and deleted from the report as soon as
possible:

CREDITOR AGENCY, acct. 123-34567-ABC

The listed item is completely erroneous, and is a very serious error in reporting.
Please delete this misleadin information, and su I a corrected credit rofile to
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all creditors who have received a copy within the last 6 months, or the last 2
years for employment purposes.
Additionally, please provide the name, address, and telephone number of each
credit grantor or other subscriber.
Sincerely,

your client's signature

Your Client's Name
SSN/SINO 123-45-6789

Sample Letter 4 - Notice of Intent to File
Complaint

Your Client's Name
123 Street Address
City, ST/Prov. Zip/Postal

Big Credit Bureau
Their Street Address
Some City, ST/Prov. Zip/Postal

2/25/02

RE: Dispute Letter of 11/10/02, Follow-up Letter of 1/5/03
NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE COMPLAINT

Credit Bureau,
This letter shall serve as formal Notice of my Intent to file a Complaint with the
Authorities (FTC), due to your blatant disregard of the law.
As indicated by the attached copies of the Return-Receipts, you have in hand
both a dispute letter, dated 11/10/94, as well as a follow-up letter, dated 1/5/95.
As of this moment, you have not done your duty mandated under the law. Your
inaction in this matter is inexcusable, and your disregard for the law is
contemptible. Rest assured, I will hold you to account.
For the record, the following information is being erroneously included on my
credit report, as I have advised you on two separate occasions, more than 90
days and again 45 days ago:

CREDITOR AGENCY, acct. 123-34567-ABC

If you do not immediately remove this erroneous information, I will file a formal
complaint with the Authorities (FTC). Furthermore, I intend to seek redress in civil
action, for recover of both damages, costs, and legal fees, should you continue in

your deliberate obstruction of the law. For this purpose, I am carefully
documentin these events, includin the lack of res onse REQUIRED under law
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from you.
In addition to removing this misleading item, you are directed to supply a
corrected credit profile to all creditors who have received a copy within the last 6
months, or the last 2 years for employment purposes.
Sincerely,

your client's signature

Your Client's Name
SSN/SINO 123-45-6789

Sample Letter 5 - Notice of Dispute to Creditor/
Collector

Your Client's Name
123 Street Address
City, ST/Prov. Zip/Postal

Big Bad Credit Collector
Their Street Address
Some City, ST/Prov. Zip/Postal

6/8/03
NOTICE

This notice is my lawful response to your unsigned letter dated May 28, 2003

[copy enclosed].
As I have no account with you, nor am I your customer, nor have I ever entered a
contract with you, nor have I ever even heard of you, I must ask you to provide
the following information:

1. Please evidence your authorization under (15 USC 1692(e) and 15 USC

1692(f) in this alleged matter.
2. What is your authorization of law for your collection of information?
3. What is your authorization of law for your collection of this alleged debt?
4. Please evidence your authorization to do business or operate in this state/
province.

You have 30 days from receipt of this notice to respond. Your failure to respond,
on point, in writing, hand signed, and in a timely manner, will work as a waiver to
an and all of our claims in this matter, and will entitle me to resume that ou
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sent your letter in error, and that this matter is permanently closed.
For the purposes of (15 USC 1692 et seq), this Notice has the same effect as a
dispute to the validity of the alleged debt and a dispute to the validity of your
claims. This Notice is an attempt to correct your records, and any information
received from you will be collected as evidence should further action be
necessary. This is a request for information only, and is not a statement, election,
or waiver of status.
I affix My Hand and Seal to this Notice, and affirm under penalty of perjury that
the foregoing is true and correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Witness My Hand and Seal this 8th day of June, 2003.

your client's signature

Your Client's Name
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International Association of
Pr ofessional Debt Arbitr ators

Module Five

Getting Started — Sourcing Clients

Now that you have a strong understanding of the Credit and the Collection

process you are ready to begin "Solving" problems for clients and getting paid for

This business does not require an Investment in inventory (Other than business

forms), it doesn't require expensive premises or manufacturing equipment. As

with any business though it does require a strong commitment to "Marketing".

The cash flow from performing the work can come very quickly once you have

the work. Expect to put all of your initial effort into "Marketing" your Professional

Arbitration service. Understand that until you make it known, no one knows what

your new business is about or how to contact you.

You should choose more than one way to prospect for business, especially in the

early stages. It is true that after a time in this business your new clients will come

from referrals of past, satisfied clients and business contacts in the position to

refer to you. In the meantime you will need to consider a combination of some of

the following sources of business. Building strong Referral sourcing skills has

proven to be the main reason for success for the Debt Arbitration practice. One



reason that obtaining referrals from others is so successful for the Debt Arbitrator

is that our business is very "intriguing" to others and the need for our service

crosses all demographics, people like to refer their clients, friends and family to a

Certified Debt Arbitrator.

We will spend a little more time discussing Referrals than some other sources of

clients. The main sources of new clients are:

1. Advertising:

This can be a very effective source of business if approached correctly. Consider

placing a three line classified ad in a section of the classified where potential

clients of our business might refer eg. "Loans" "Bus. Services".

Some example ads might read:

Collectors Calling?

We Can Help!

Debt Arbitrator 555-5555

In Debt? Under Stress?

Let Us Help.

Debt Arbitrator 555-5555

Considering Bankruptcy?

Know your Options.

Debt Arbitrator 555-5555



Can't Qualify For Credit?

We Can Help!

Debt Arbitrator 555-5555

You could of course come up with you own message or experiment with a

combination of these examples. Some people will choose other types of

advertising as well eg. newspaper display, yellow pages, magazine or cable

listings or a combination. We do recommend newspaper small ad classifieds

though.

2.Automobile Dealers:

Many in our field rely very heavily on marketing their services to Car dealerships.

The small lot owner or the Business Manager of larger dealers constantly run into

customers who can't qualify to purchase or lease a vehicle due to high debt or

poor credit due to problem debts. Your message to these people is to point out to

them that you can help them close more sales each month by having you help

their customer out of these problems and returning them to the car lot ready to

purchase or lease.

This is a very effective source of business for Arbitrators. We suggest a short

"Flyer" hand delivered to the Dealership and followup calls.

3.Court Records:



The Court house in you community has "Public" records of who is involved in

Small Claims and other Court proceedings due to Debt disputes. The records

may include just the names of the parties or may include addresses as well. It is

suggested that "Tasteful" direct mail brochure or flyer be sent to the defendant in

these court actions. These truly are people who would benefit from the services

of a Professional Debt Arbitrator. Some people are comfortable with followup

telephone calls to these potential clients but again we stress diplomacy and care

in these calls. It is proven that success with Court House leads is greatly

improved though when coupled with followup telephone contact, particularly in

commercial cases. In some communities there are "Weekly Sheets" for sale with

legal information regarding court cases and these can be good to subscribe to

and prospect the same way.

4.Credit Graniors:

Delivering your promotional material and following up with other people who

grant credit to their customers is also very effective. These include, Mortgage

Brokers, Furniture Retailers, Cellular Phone Agents and any other business with

a credit department.

5.Direct Mail Marketing:



Mailing selected marketing flyers to a target group that you can either develop or

buying a mailing list of members can be very effective. An example would be

small home builders in your area who belong to an association of builders.

6. Telemarketing:

This may directed to similar target groups as Direct Mail marketing.

7.Referrals from Friends, Family, Satisfied Clients and Local Business
Contacts:

By far and away your very best source of clients and the source you will

eventually rely on for over 90 % of your business. No matter who you speak with

in this industry regardless of geography it is agreed that the effort you put into

building a strong REFERRAL network is the single best thing you can do. All

other potential sources of business combined will pale in results compared to

good "networking" with other business professionals, friends and family.

It is strongly recommended that you join local business groups such as the

Chamber of Commerce or another group and that you make sure that you

network with the other members. Our business is "VERY UNIQUE", and you can

benefit so much from this uniqueness, as business contacts and others will refer

people to you.

The following is a good collection of "Referral Building Ideas":

1. How to Build a Sound Referral Business
b David and Susan Cramer Realtors



Are you hearing from friends, coworkers and cousins of former clients? You can.
Here is how.

In 1990, we sold a former business associate's home and helped him by a new
one. Two months later his brother contacted us to sell his home, which we did,
then sold him a new home also. Six months later, we heard from his parents,
who had a home in New York they wanted to sell. So, we referred them to a New
York agent who sold their home, then we helped them to buy a new one in

Orlando. In all our original contact has netted five referrals so far.
When we first started selling real estate together in 1990 we spent a fortune on
sales trainers, books and tapes, all what aimed at teaching us how to get new
business. However, what we eventually learned is that the best new business
comes from the old business.

So we changed our strategy and devoted our time to giving our current clients
and customers the best possible service - and to keeping in touch with them for
life. referrals are just natural by-product of our strong relationship with buyers and
sellers.
And there is no secret to it. We believe it hinges upon an agent ability to employ

the adage "Don't just sell houses - build relationships.". When you do that, you
gain trust and build confidence. It works We have tons of cases where sellers
referred us to brothers who referred us to cousins and so on. Because they knew
we'd do the job right. here are some of the ways we' ve build our solid referral
business.
1. Do ii right
The key of course is delivering excellent service. You need to give your clients
and customers something to refer.
With your action s and your energy prove to sellers and to buyers that you care
about selling their home or helping them buy a new home. If they know you are

doing everything in your power to help them, you can bet they will tell their
friends, relatives and neighbors.
We call sellers within, 48 hours after their home has been shown to give them
feedback from. The prospective buyers. This also helps us get price reductions
or home improvements if the listing doesn't sell quickly. Sellers generally give a

great deal of weight to the opinions at prospective buyers and are more willing to
make improvements if it appears they will sell the house faster.
We also send sellers a monthly update. It includes a list or who saw the home
the date and what they had to say about it and copies of any advertising we did
on the home. The update also includes a list of any phone calls we received or

made on behalf of the property. This allows sellers to see exactly what we' re
doing to market their home.
2. Exceed Expectations
Recently we received a card from a man who barely spoke English. He told us
that his mother wanted to move from her mortgage free house, but the IRS's lien

on the property was being foreclosed because she owed $6,000 in back taxes on

it. Two banks had rejected the son in his attempt to get a second mortgage on
the home.
Many agents would have walked away from this listing but we decided to meet
with them, because we really felt for this woman's predicament. The house was a

shambles, but we saw some potential for future business. So, we helped the



woman and her son qualify for a loan and they used it to pay the back taxes and
complete some much-needed repairs. Within two weeks of finishing the repairs

we had a contract on the house and it quickly closed. The attorney handling the
fore-closure was so impressed by our serv-ice that he vowed to use us for all his
business needs. And he has. We earned his business by exceeding the expecta

tions of the sellers with whom we were working. So far we' ve received at least
three referrals from the sellers and the attorney
3. Continue from ihe Closing
Your relationship with buyers and sellers doesn't end when the transaction closes
- it just enters a new phase. Remember: you' re building relationships. We tell
buyers and sellers up front that we' re with them for the long haul. We make sure
that they know they can call us anytime - even if they need directions to the

nearest shopping mall. On moving day, we have pizza and sodas delivered to
buyers with whom we' ve worked. It's a small thing that pays off with mountains of

goodwill.
4. Stick io a Plan
When we decided to aim our marketing at past customers and clients we realized

that we'd need a solid, consis-tent promotional plan to remind buy-ers and sellers
that we' re available and ready in serve them.
We came up with a system that includes weekly phone calls to sections of our
area. twice monthly post cards and a monthly newsletter. Susan writes, edits and
publishes the newsletter. We encourage homeowners in our area to advertise for
free in the newsletter any services such as baby sitting or lawn maintenance.
People view this newsletter, which includes "Who's Moving In or Out" section and
market updates, as community service rather than a promotion.
Our two full time personal assis-tants help us keep up with the twice monthly
mailings of 1,500 postcards and newsletters. We make the phone calls ourselves

since we want to have personal contact. We try to spend at least one hour each
day on the phone.
We also send different mailings to influential professionals who can help us gain
referrals. David makes these business contacts and works with real estate
attorneys accountants relocation companies and human resource departments.
5. Be a Resource
Our goal is to convince buyers and sellers that there aren't any other real estate
agent like the Cramers. We don't do this by cutting down other agents. Rather,
we aim to deliver the best - and to keep on delivering.
We are neighborhood resource. Our clients and customers know that we can

help them find baby sitters, the best area restaurants and even offer advice on
home improvements. We also send out postcards advertising free market
analysis or refinancing information. People call us all the time asking where they
can get their furniture reupholstered or find lenders to handle their refinancing.
They know we can help them. with almost anything in Southwest Orlando.
6. Build a Community Presence
You can get only so much mileage from mailings and phone calls. We further
build our presence with personal involvement in our community. For example at
Easter we hold an Easter egg coloring contest and present the winners with an
Easter egg hunt in a community park. The Easter Bunny (our assistant) presents

the prizes and poses for photos with the kids. At Christmas. we bring Santa



Claus to our communities so the kids can have pictures taken with him. We
advertise these events in our newsletter and find that the holiday activities build a

positive rapport in our community. We also sponsor a "Yard of the Quarter"
contest in our area and have a local landscaper do the judging we place a sign
with our name and logo in the winner's yard and award the homeowner a gift
certificate to Home Depot.
Does all of this Pay oft? You bet! We once overheard a woman at one of our

community functions telling a neighbor what a great job we did sell her home.
The funny thing was that we were the listing agents of the property she bought
so we were representing the sellers and didn't even work with her that much. She
was working with another broker to purchase the home but, we' re the ones
whose names she remembers while her "real" selling agent is long forgotten.
7. Don't Ask for the Referral
When we contact past customers or clients, we make it a policy never to ask for
referrals. People don't want to be used. But they will be more than happy to
volunteer a referral if you' ve developed a real relationship with them.
We call past buyers and sellers because we really care about how they' re doing.

We know that if we do our job, the referrals will naturally follow. So far, our
method is working we do excellent job when we are working with clients and
customers and then we work hard to make them aware that we' re still working in
their community

When this article was written in 1994 David and Susan Cramer were top realtors
in their community but not even in the top 100 in Florida, now they are ¹8 for the
entire RE/MAX. Quality service never goes out of style and pays big dividends.

2. Do You Have A Referral Mindset?
~bB i l l Cetes

Your foundation to building your business with referrals is the set of attitudes you
bring to your prospecting efforts. This is your referral mindset. In my Unlimited
Referrals Seminar, I share 10 attitudes you must develop and use to create the

most powerful action in gaining an unlimited supply of high-quality referrals. As I
share these powerful attitudes with you now, give yourself a rating of 1-10 on
each with regard to how well you' ve adopted each one.

¹1 - My prospects prefer to meet me through referrals over any other

method. To keep the flow of high-quality referrals coming, you must have a
referral prospecting system.

¹2 - Building my business from referrals is ihe most cost effective method.
What does it cost to do a direct mail campaign? Hotel seminar? Lots! What does

it cost to build your business from referrals? Virtually nothing - just a little
courage. Referrals is clearly the most profitable way to go.



¹3 - Rather than transactions, I look io the lifetime value of ihe client. The
longer the relationship lasts, the more the trust can build (if you provide quality
on-going service), and the more high-quality referrals you will receive.

¹4 - I move beyond rapport and form relationships of trust. Good rapport

may be enough to get their business, but it won't be enough to get referrals.
Since giving referrals can feel risky for some, the most important ingredient is

trust.

¹5 - I look for ways io leverage my Practice. Virtually every business

relationships you enter into has the potential to be leveraged into something
more than what it was when your first began. Have an attitude of leverage with all

your relationships. Make as many as you can into relationships that go way
beyond the buyer/seller relationship.

¹6 - I have a well developed aiiiiude of service. I look to provide service and
value at every opportunity. Look for ways to serve your prospects as soon as you

can, even if it as nothing to do with what you are selling. Look for ways to bring
real value to your clients each time you make contact with them.

¹7 - I am continuously establishing and enhancing my process thai brings
in a consiani flow of new Practice. Do you have an established process or

system for acquiring new clients? Or do you engage in that behavior when you
think about it.. . when you finally set aside a little time for it? Not only must you
have a clear system or strategy for acquiring new clients, you must also
constantly re-evaluate your methods to make sure they' re most effective.

¹8 - I am a problem solver. I look io fix problems, noi shy away from them.

One of the biggest values you can bring to others is an ability to solve problems,
and your willingness not to run from them. Most successful people in this world
are problem solvers.

¹9 - Ii is my habit io give referrals whenever I can. lf you expect others to give

referrals to you, look for opportunities to give referrals. Business the Golden Rule
of Referral Giving - give referrals unto others, as you would have them given unto

you.

¹10 - Ii is my habit to ask for referrals whenever I can. Are you constantly

looking for opportunities to ask for referrals? When a client expresses extreme
satisfaction with your service, your brain must remind you, "Ask for a referral
now!"
How did you score? All 10's? lf you' re like most of us mortals, this list has pointed

to a few areas in which you can strengthen your referral mindset. A strong
referral mindset is the necessary to creating your referral-based business. As you
nurture these attitudes, you must also turn them into powerful action.

Copyright by Bill Gates (All rights reserved.)
Bill Gates, president of PowerPoint! Communications, is the nation's foremost expert in how to
increase sales and build a business through referrals. Companies, associations and other



organizations call on Bill to help them increase their sales with his powerful principles, strategies
and techniques.

3. Secrets to Getting More Referrals
by Nancy Roebke

Word of mouth advertising. Spreading the word. Personal recommendations.
Putting in a good word. And a dozen other ways to say it...

Referrals.

Absolutely the best form of advertising there is. No sales pressure, no credibility
problems, and very low cost of sales. People refer customers to you as a favor to
their friends, the customers. If it's done as a favor to you, that's usually a bonus.

Think about it. The last time yourecommended a movie, or a business, did you
do it as a favor to the person you were talking to or the business you were talking

about? The person, in all likelihood. A friend or business acquaintance. And if
your recommendation was to fall through, you lose credibility. They know that.
You' re trying to help them and putting the value of your opinion on the line when

you do. That means something.

Referrals have to be earned. People won't tell the ones that will listen most, their
family and friends, to use your service if they know it's no good. Once you have
earned it, it should come naturally. But it often doesn' t.

Why? Simply put, people forget. They' re busy and your business isn't their top
priority. Referrals are the absolute best way to make sure that you keep the new
business coming in. That helps you to spend more time working then selling. And
it means time spent with people who know what you' re all about instead of cold
calling!

Here's 10 of the absolute best ways to get more referrals:

1. Ask for them

The simplest way in the world to get referrals is to ask for them. Whenever
someone compliments you on a job, let them know you appreciate it, and that
you' ll do just as good a job for their friends. Tell them that you'd appreciate it if
they could spread the word if they really like your work.

You may assume that people would tell their friends, but it's amazing the
difference it makes if you give them that gentle reminder. People like to help
those that do a good job for them. It makes them feel smart, and they feel good
helping out their friends, who just happen to be your next customers...



2. Trade them.
Make a deal with other businesspeople you know. If you know they do good

work, offer to tell people about them every chance you get, and ask them to
return the favor. It's a good way to start building relationships and it tells you what
they really think of your work.

If they agree, make sure you keep an eye out for people to refer them to. Keep
up your end of the bargain, and the odds are good they' ll keep theirs.

3. Reward them.

The idea of finders fees' is very common in big business, but it is frequently
ignored in small business. It shouldn't be.

Make it known that when someone sends you a job, there's something in it for
them. Perhaps a set fee, or a percentage of the total. If they send you a new

customer and you' re in retail, maybe a discount on their next purchase. Whatever
you do, make sure it's something worthwhile for them and sensible for you. $10
for a $25,000 job is insulting. $10 for a one time retail customer buying a used
tennis racket might be too much.

In retail it is best to go with discounts. That encourages the customer to make
additional purchases, or increases their loyalty as they see what else they can do
with the money. Anything that expands the customer base for a retail outlet is
worth rewarding.

4. Give them.

Want someone to send you referrals? Send some their way.

Nothing will start the process and make it solid like having them know that you' re
ready to return the favor. So return it in advance.

Some people will send you referrals after this simply because they know it's not

going to be a one way street. Others because they appreciate the thought you
showed them. And some will do it out of a feeling of owing you something. Very
few will ignore it.

5. Print them.

Use testimonials in your literature and advertising.

Some people will wonder if they are the only ones that really liked your service,
or if you did a good job for them just to get some extra business. If they see that

others also appreciate your work and were willing to say so in print, they' ll feel
more comfortable in stepping out of their shell and making their own satisfaction
known.

Some people need the knowledge that they' re not the only ones who think a
certain way before they' ll say so.
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6. Give out more business cards.

Yes, they do make a difference.

If someone has your card, or hopefully more than one of them, they will do
*something * with it. If you have asked them when they' re in the right frame of

mind to pass it along, they will.

One of the best things you can do with business cards is to give more than one.
If a person has just told you how much they like your work, hand them 5 business
cards. Tell them something like: "Well, I certainly appreciate the good word. If

you think you'd be doing them a favor, maybe you could pass these on to people

you know when they need work done. Make sure you keep one for yourself in

case you need to get ahold of me, though!"

Yes, this works. It's different, so they remember. And it's personal, so it matters
to them.

7. Community service.
People are always willing to recommend those they see as leaders. Public
service projects are a great way to become that leader and give something back
to your community at the same time.

Make sure you don't do this just for publicity, though. Find a cause you personally

believe in and work with that. It will be much more satisfying for you, and more
productive for the group you help. And you won't come across as a phony.

If you' re helping with a cause you believe in, people will see that you care. And
they' ll realize you will probably care as much about your work as your cause.

8. Sponsor something.

A sports team, a fund-raising drive or even a cookbook for a school. This falls
into nearly the same category as community service, except that it is seen as
advertising. It has the same effect. It keeps your name in front of the community
and gets people talking about you and your business.

What you sponsor should be dictated by the type of business you' re in. A doctor
will do well sponsoring a marathon or charity golf tournament, but perhaps not a
taverns dart team. Sports bars and construction companies do well with baseball
teams, but might not do as well with a bake-off. Match your clientele with the
activity.

Don't think this works? Ask the people who sponsor team after team, for years.
They' re not doing it solely for fun. Although it can get to be enough fun to be

worth it.

9. Be helpful.

Yes, something that simple. People appreciate someone who is helpful. If they
appreciate you, they' ll remember you and want to return the favor. Again, do this
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where it's appropriate and where it's meant sincerely. Like most things that lead
to referrals, this is something that becomes an end in itself before long.

10. Join a networking group.

You may be familiar with the idea of networking groups. They get together on a
regular basis and exchange leads. These groups are composed of professionals
who are checked for integrity before being accepted for membership so that each
member is sure that they are only recommending quality businesses to their
family and friends.

Joining one of these groups is like having a troop of professional salespeople
armed with the best closing tool available. Personal recommendations. If your
business is run with integrity and you back up your work, it's definitely an option
worth pursuing.

Referrals can make a huge difference in the success of your business. Don' t
leave them to chance. Get an organized plan for generating them. And keep at it.
Make it work and soon you' ll be dealing with the problem of having more
business than you can handle. And then, of course, you' ll be referring these new
customers to someone else.

Won'i THAT be nice!

We hope you enjoyed reading these articles and we can't stress enough the
value of spending the time it takes to build your referral connections. It will be
your best source of business while your practice is growing and long into the
future. Referrals are easier to solicit in a niche field such as ours but we need to
be sure people know of our service and new Debt Arbitration Practice.

The next section will focus on what cases to take on and an example of script for

your initial conversations with a potential client.

Cases io take on:

There are two "strategies" that we employ with clients when they retain our

services.

Strategy ¹ 1

Our most effective result will be for the client that can arrange the funds to be

able to pay the settlement amount to the creditor in one lump sum, at



completion of negotiations. This is our best case scenario and the preferred type

of case for us. Discuss this "strategy" first with a potential client, tell them to

think of ALL possible sources of funds to make settlements.

Strategy ¹ 2

We are often though contacted by clients who have very serious Debt Problems

and are losing financial ground quickly, they often have been maintaining

"minimum payments" on their debts until now bui know they need to take drastic

steps to get out of their impossible financial situation. These clients do not have

access to the funds needed to make settlements in one lump sum. We need to

use a different "strategy" on these cases. We will ask the client to supply us

with their basic monthly budget including the amounts of all minimum debt

payments they have. With the budget information we are able to see an amount

of funds that the client has been paying monthly to maintain "Minimum

Payments". This amount can be very high considering that $20,000.00 in

consumer debts can have minimum payments higher than $1000.00 per month.

The next step with this strategy is to target the client's individual debts to be

reduced "one ai a time" by priority (largest, highest interest rate, farthest in

arrears). The client should be advised that the source of funds to be used to

"settle" the debt will come from funds that used to be sent every month as

"minimum payments". Minimum Payments to all creditors must stop with this

strategy, it is the clients only hope for getting oui of debt. You need to explain

carefully to the client, that their credit rating may suffer while you are working to

eliminate their debts. This is their only hope (except a lottery win) and is a very

effective strategy for debt elimination. The client will turn over contact with all



their creditors to you and you will make contact with the creditors as is normal by

our Power of Attorney and as contact is required during the arrears period. You

will target the top priority debt to be reduced and negotiate settlement with this

creditor first and then the next highest priority debt and so on. The settlement

that we seek will include a substantial reduction in the balance of the account

paid in several monthly paymenis io the creditor (eg. 6 — 12 payments). The

client will eventually be oui of debt using this strategy, the entire process may

take 2-3 years or more. This strategy needs to be coupled with sincere desire

by the client to accomplish the elimination of their debts, to not incur new debt

while working with you and total commitment to you and your service. Your

relationship with your client may span a couple of years or more using the one

debt ai a time strategy so a sincere up front commitment is needed from the

client.

As you start to receive calls from prospective clients you will of course be hearing

from people in all different situations. Some of the people that you will hear from

are in the position to boih take advantage of the service that you provide and to

pay for it via either strategy thai you use. You will notice that in the scripts that

we suggest you follow while discussing things with potential clients that we very

early on discuss the availability of funds to pay the settlements and to pay your

fee.

Most clients are aware before they make contact with us that "Arbitrating a

Settlement" of outstanding debts does require that they have access to funds to

make settlement with and pay for your services. We suggest to clients that a

"target" amount of funds to have available is 40-50 % of the amount of the



outstanding debt including your fee. These funds will need to be available

within 30- 60 days for immediate settlements (our most effective strategy) or be

able to be recovered from funds currently paid in monthly minimum payments.

There will of course be people who don't understand that some funds will be

required and will contact you with their problems. If there is no hope of them

accessing money from savings, family, friends, sale of assets, re-directing

minimum monthly payments or new credit etc., you will usually not hear back

after your initial conversation with them.

The cases that you want and that are cases that you can really help your clients

are the ones where there is a source of funds available. As mentioned the

normal source is with help of, family, friends, employer, or, sale of an asset

or new credit (credii card or line of credit, consolidation loan), re-direction

of minimum monthly payments or a combination of these sources. You will

advise the client on this in your detailed information to your client.

Another consideration in selecting the cases to take on is the amount of debt

that the client needs help with, obviously if the amount is too small there is really

not enough fee income potential to make the case worth the time it takes to

complete the work.

Many firms have a policy of only accepting cases where the amount of debt is

greater than $5,000 and with client having 40- 50 % ($1,200-1,500) available.

Most cases you will be presented with will be much larger than this as small

amounts tend to either not be persued by the creditor or settlement agreement is

reached by both parties.



Review Client Call "Seri ts" Now,

This will help you to comprehend your services (Strategies) and explain to

prospective clients.

Exam le Client Call Seri ts

These Client scripts will help you understand and explain how each of the

strategies can help the prospective client. The scripts can be adapted to either

Strategy 1 (Lump sum settlements for Clients with immediate access to funds) or

Strategy 2 (Clients who need to accumulate the funds for settlements while you

work with their creditors on a longer term plan).

First Call:

Find out the client's financial situation Key points:

? Do you owe more that 20% of your income per month in debt
payments?

? Are you saving any money per month?

? How much credit card debt do you have?
? Do you have kids? Are you saving for college?

? Do you have access at this time to funds for immediate
settlements?
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Get friendly with the client, get to know them.

Explain that we need to gather all of their financial info to see if they will qualify

and be accepted to the (Your Company) Program.

Explain that it will take about 24 hours before we will know if they will qualify and

are accepted on the program. Also explain that we only accept people who

qualify and that will depend on their personal financial situation.

Arrange to send our Document Package at this time: tell the

client only the following regarding our program.

Mr./Mrs. Client The (Your Company) Program will take your unsecured debts and

settle them for half or less and is all based on YOUR ability to pay not what the

creditors say to pay. It will also protect your rights under the Debt Collections

Practices Act against the collection process.

We will get back with you in 24 hours and let you know if you qualify for the

program.

Client Homework: Please start gathering all of your statements for the

unsecured debts we discussed so you have them in front of you when we talk

next.

Set up an appt. for next call (after they receive documents)

End the call.



Second Call:

Mr./Mrs. Client:

Based on the information you' ve provided, it's been determined that you qualify

for the (Your Company) Program.

Here's what (Your Company) will do for you.

- 7'ou owe a total balance of $ on all of the unsecured debts

like credit cards.

- Currently you' re paying $ per month on those unsecured debts.

- (Your Company) projects a new monthly payment on those unsecured debts

of$ . (Less than current) (Strategy 2)

- Saving you $ every month.

- And (Your Company) will settle those unsecured debts for approximately $

. (50%)(Strategy 1 or 2)

- And we project that it will take only about months until all the debts

on your program are completely settled. (1-2 months, Strategy 1 or 24-48

months, Strategy 2)

Here are some commonly asked questions your prospect will ask:

— How will ihe creditors react when I stop making my monthly
paymenis? (Strategy 2)



Have you ever heard of the Debt Collection Practices Act? (The

client will most likely say, "No".) Most people haven't and that's what creditors

count on. The Debt Collection Practices Act protects the consumer against unfair

harassment and intimidation during the course of collecting on outstanding debt

balances. (Your Company) steps in and enforces your rights according to the

Debt Collection Practices Act. This legislation outlines specific guidelines all

creditors must follow. However, since creditors know that most people are

completely unaware of the way this law works, they frequently step outside the

law when attempting to collect. (Your Company) will educate you on exactly what

to do if and when your creditors call and put an end to most, if not all, harassing

phone calls from creditors.

In the first 90 to 120 days you may experience some harassing calls. But don't be

intimidated. We will work with you to put an end to all of that as long as you

continue to communicate with us as these calls occur. This time frame is

important because we initiate and enforce your protection according to the law.

Every time a creditor oversteps the boundaries of the law, we will remind them

and represent you.. The most important thing about the first 90 to 120 days is

that (Your Company) will inform your creditors in writing to contact us to discuss

any disputes they may have with you. We are well trained on how to deal with the

credit industry. After the first 90 to 120 days, most, if not all, of the harassing calls

come to and end.

Understand one thing. Your creditors want their money and we know that.

Finally, we' re not disputing whether or not you owe them money. We' re simply
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disputing that you can afford to pay them now. (Your Company) will stand

between you and your creditors while you build up enough money to settle all of

your accounts.

- What will this program cost me?

(Your Company) works within your budget by establishing a monthly payment
that you can afford. The monthly payment I mentioned earlier is your only out of

pocket expense during the program. Our fees are built into that monthly payment

plan.

There are two fees associated with the program.

1. The Enrollment Fee: During the first two months, (Your Company) will

begin to take the necessary steps to contact your creditors and put an end to

those harassing phone calls. The enrollment fee is equal to 3 times your

ability to pay (monthly payment). In your case your ability to pay is (give them

their monthly ability to pay here). This means your first three payments go

towards establishing everything necessary to enforce your rights under the

Debt Collection Practices Act. (Strategy 2 only)

2. Settlement Fee: Each time we reach a settlement with one of your creditors,

there is a 30% settlement fee. For example, if you owe $2,000 on a credit card,

we' ll attempt to settle it for $1,000 or less. When your accounts are settled you

incur the 30% settlement fee. If we save you $1,000, there is a fee of $300. What

this means to you is that every attempt will be made to save you as much as

possible on every account. This fee comes out of your account that's been
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building over the course of the program. This means all you pay throughout the

course of the program is the (mention their monthly ability to pay here), I

mentioned earlier.

- How do I know ihe creditors will settle?

Typically after an account is 120 days behind, it's passed on to a collection

agency. This means that the creditor has already agreed to at least a 50%

settlement because that's what the collection agency will charge. By the time the

collection agency takes over, the collection agency has nothing invested and the

faster they can get something, the better it is for them. Any collection agency is

motivated to collect whatever they can as fast as they can.

— How is this different from Consumer Credit Counseling or other

programs like CCCS or OPD thai say they can do this for free?(Strategy

2)

With any program that works with creditors you have to make a monthly

payment. And there are two major differences between (Your Company) and the

other programs you see on TV.

1. The other programs work with your creditors to negotiate a payment. We

believe your payment is non-negotiable. After all, you can only pay what

you can afford. Those other programs are subsidized and overseen by the

credit industry. This means the creditor is in the driver's seat during the

negotiation process. (Your Company) puts you in the driver seat by

enforcing the Debt Collection Practices Act on your behalf and dictating
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the terms of payment. Other programs work the other way around by

having the creditors dictate the terms. Typically, (Your Company) creates

a lower monthly payment .

2. While (Your Company) creates a lower monthly payment for you, let's just

say that in your case one of the other programs were able to create the same

low monthly payment. The other programs will take between 4 and 7 years to

complete. They do not negotiate a lump sum settlement of your accounts.

Remember I mentioned that (Your Company) projects a completion time

frame of (mention the total number of months for this prospect here).

Obviously you would rather complete your program as fast as possible. (We

suggest that you work out the numbers for this prospect to create a dollar for

dollar comparison for their program). Example:

(Your Company)

Ability to Pay = $450

Projected completion time frame = 29 months

$450 x 29 months = $13,050

Other Programs Like CCCS

Monthly Payment = $450

Projected completion time frame = 4 to 7 years (48 to 84 months)

$450 x 48 = $21,600

$450 x 84 = $37,800

The question is how long do you want to be making those monthly payments?

Even if the other programs can match the payment created by (Your Company)

you would be making that payment for much longer.

- Will this affect my credit rating?
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Y es. Your credit rating will be affected. During the course of the next mont hs

(mention the projected program timeframe for the prospect here) the

delinquencies will show up on your credit report. However, as we settle with your

creditors, your report will reflect that those accounts have been settled. (lf the

prospect was attempting to qualify for a loan and was unable to, then their credit

is already less than acceptable). Currently your credit is in need of rebuilding.

That's why you didn't qualify for the loan you applied for. The only way to rebuild

your credit is by taking the necessary action now. Enrolling into the (Your

Company) program is the right course of action for you to take. Let me explain.

Your ability to pay is (mention the prospects ability to pay here). What all this

means is that upon the completion of the program, you' ll have cash flow you

don't have now, you' ll have a better ratio of debt to income than you have now,

and you could even have a few thousand dollars in savings that you don't have

now. All within the next mont hs (mention the projected timeframe for the

prospect here).

Simply close ihe call by answering any questions they may have and send

ihe client ihe contract agreemeni.

The Third Call
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The Third Call Will Be based on the following information, this information

will be sent with the Client Contract documents before this follow-up call.

(both Strategies)

Your Rights Under the Debt Collection Practices Act.

By enrolling in the(Your Company) Program you have taken a bold step towards

freeing yourself from the wasteful burden of debt. As your Certified Debt

Arbitrator, one of my first steps will be to write to each of your creditors notifying

them that you are now on our Program and that they must now contact us, not

you, in regards to your accounts. In order for the program to work effectively, our

office representatives must be the only individuals speaking with your creditors.

If your creditors persist in calling you, you should say to them only what we have

suggested as per the scripts we have provided to you. (see below) For each and

every telephone call from any of your creditors, you must write on the Weekly

Log Sheet the necessary information. MAINTAINING THE WEEKLY LOG

SHEET IS VERY IMPORTANT to ensure that you are protected from further

bother or harassment.

The debt collection business sometimes is very brutal. Collectors often will say

anything they can to intimidate or confuse you. Remember, collectors only make

money when they collect money from you. In order to ensure the integrity and
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success of your program, you should never under any circumstances discuss

any of the financial arrangements you have through our program. To do so may

damage the success of your outcome and your expected results.

These are just some of the offenses your creditors may use during their attempts

to collect money from you. Any of these offenses should be immediately written

on your weekly Log Sheet. With the proper documentation, we may be able to

pursue the creditor for violations on your behalf.

1. Creditors may only call a debtor between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 9:00

p.m. (in most areas)

2. Creditors may only call Monday through Saturday. (No Sundays)

3. Creditors may not call you at work once you have instructed them not to call

you at your place of employment;

4. Creditors may not call you at home if notified in writing.

5.creditors may not threaten you in any manner other than ihe initiation of

proper judicial remedies. (For instance, a creditor may say that he is going
io initiate an action in ihe courts for the collection of the entire amount of
the outstanding balance. A creditor cannot indicate thai his company will
contact your employer in order to attach your wages.)

6. Creditors may not use any vulgar or obscene language while speaking with

you.

Again, write the necessary information on the log sheet each and every time a

creditor calls you.

Send the weekly log sheet to our office each week along with any creditor

statements or letters you might receive. If you have any questions or just need
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someone with whom to speak, feel free to call me at XXX-XXXX between 9:00

AM and 5:00 PM eastern time. With patience, this program will work for you. It

took you years to get in your present situation, and, as such, results will not

happen overnight. If you stick to the program, we will set forth a concerted effort

to relieve you of your crushing burden of debt.

(Your Company) CLIENT INFORMATION SHEET

(Sent to Client after Contracts Signed or with other docs.)

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to be of service to you. I will be your

designated representative, sometimes called an attorney-in-fact. That means I

will be authorized to receive calls, negotiate resolutions, and otherwise act on

your behalf with your creditors.

We want assurance that each person requesting participation into the (Your

Company) Program fully comprehends their responsibilities and understands the

benefits provided by this program. The attached documents are provided to you

in order to prevent any misunderstandings of any nature between us. As you

read these documents, if you do not understand any of the statements, or need

further clarification, please call me to provide further explanation.

In order for our program to work on your behalf, the following steps on this sheet

must be strictly followed:

IF A CREDITOR CALLS YOU WHILE YOU ARE AT HOME:
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When you answer the telephone ask the person calling to hold while you get a

paper and pencil, wait 10 to 15 seconds then ask the following questions.

Remember at this point YOU are in charge!

Ask them the following questions ONLY, and record their responses on a piece

of paper:

a) WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

b) WHICH CREDITOR DO YOU REPRESENT?

c) ARE YOU A COLLECTION AGENCY? IF SO, WHICH ONE?

d) WHAT IS YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER AND EXTENSION?

After writing down this information, you should state: "I am a client of(Your

Company) and they have my Power of Attorney to handle your claim. They can

be reached at (XXX) XXX-XXXX. "THEN HANG UP! DO NOT, UNDER ANY

CIRCUMSTANCES, discuss any financial arrangements, including any payments

to us with your creditors.

YOU SHOULD NOT PROVIDE TO THE CREDITOR ANY INFORMATION OR

ANSWER ANY OF HIS/HER QUESTIONS!

Forward your creditor notes to us on a weekly basis.

DO NOT RETURN CREDITOR CALLS (i.e. messages left on your voice mail or

answering machine).

IF A CREDITOR CALLS YOU WHILE YOU ARE AT WORK:

You should inform the creditor that your employer does not permit personal

telephone calls during your workday. THEN HANG UP!
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Please keep any calls from (Your Company) ai ihe iop of your priority list.

Please provide us with any address or phone number changes.

END OF SCRIPTS, review this section again.

Retainer Fees:

Many firms also require a refundable retainer of $300 to start a case. This

policy demonstrates to the client a level of professionalism that would not exist if

you were to take on all cases without an up front investment from the client. The

retainer is refundable from fees earned which also shows the client your

confidence that settlement will be reached. These are the clients and the cases

that you want.

The Forms and Contracts

The forms and contracts used are standard within the industry and basic in legal

nature. These forms are included with this course. You can edit to add any

personal contact numbers etc.. A review of the forms will provide you with an

understanding of each form. These forms are as simple as possible to be

understood by the clients while giving you legal protection and a basis to earn

your fees.
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Your Office Environment

Your office should provide you with the ability to conduct your business in an

environment that is quiet and professional while performing telephone work.

Telephone with voicemail (answering machine) capability, a fax machine and

computer access to e-mail and internet are all important to presenting you as a

professional. It is not necessary to invest in leased commercial space to operate

your business from although many choose to do so.

At this stage of our Training Program we introduce our students to "Goal

Management" and we strongly recommend "GoalMaker", Goal

Management System. This excellent system is available in a free

downloadable manual form or as purchased software.

Link to the GoalMaker site at: ht t: / /www. oalmaker.com
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International Association of
Pr ofessional Debt Arbitr ators

Module Six

Representing the Client - Arbitrating / Negotiating Settlements
of Problem Debt

This of course is the essence of our profession. By now you have a thorough

understanding of the Debt Arbitration profession and know that the successful

completion of your cases and the fee you earn from the cases is totally

dependent on skilled negotiation in settling your client's outstanding accounts

with their creditors. Your services are required because the client is not

emotionally or otherwise equipped to negotiate with the collector directly. You

must be skilled in the art of Negotiation/Arbitration.

Background:

We first will study general rules of successful negotiations.

You can take positive steps to prepare for the negotiating process and you can

monitor your own behavior - and that of other participants — as the process goes

forward. By following a few common sense rules you can reduce conflict and turn

it into cooperation and reach solutions that really work for all the participants.



1. Separate ihe people from the problem. Religion teaches us to hate the sin

not the sinner. If we view the problem as that which needs to be resolved rather

than viewing someone as responsible for the problem and a person to be

defeated, the odds of a successful collaboration increase.

If you think of the "debt and circumstances" being the problem and discuss

things from this perspective you will avoid the situation of it being 'us' against

'them', it is a case of 'all of us' against 'it'.

2. Distinguish between interests and positions. The classic story to illustrate

this describes two sisters fighting over the only orange in the family larder. Each

sister must have the entire orange for herself, any less is impossible. A wise

parent asks each of the girls (in private) why she wants the orange. One explains

she wants to drink the juice; the other wants to use the rind to cook a pudding.

What each sister wants is her position, why she wants it is her interest. In this

case, the simple solution is to give the cook the rind after the juice has been

squeezed for the thirsty sister- thus meeting the interests of both.

When preparing for a negotiation, or after it has begun, don't just ask "What do

they want?" It is also important to ask, "Why do they want it?" Many successful

negotiators find they will be more successful if they focus on understanding the

parties interests as they enter discussions.

3. Silence is golden. This is true for two reasons: If one party is highly

opinionated or emotional, if their approach is threatening or extremely

demanding, keeping quiet after they finish speaking can be quite unsettling to



them. It is like jujitsu; you allow them to be tripped up by their own forcefulness.

Most people are troubled by silence in the midst of heated discussion.

Sometimes silence is viewed as disapproval — but since no specific disapproval

has been voiced, it cannot be treated as an attack. It has happened on many

occasions that, when met with silence, people have modified their previous

statements to make them more palatable.

Silence is an important element in the crucial tool called Active Listening. The

job of a good negotiator is to listen to and understand what others are saying.

After all, you can't make an intelligent response to an opinion you do not

understand. The discipline of Active Listening requires that you focus on what

another person is saying; don't spend your time shaping a stinging response that

will put them in their place.

4. Active Listening has some interesting consequences: The listener may

actually be able to get a clearer picture of the other party's ideas. And when the

listener's response shows just how good a job he or she has done listening, it

can shock the other party: "Good grief, they actually paid attention to me!"

One other terrific result of Active Listening is that the discipline of focusing on

other opinions can also give the listener the chance to reflect on the process and

strategy. Stepping aside and taking a dispassionate view of the goings-on can

make one a far more effective negotiator.

5. Pursue Fairness. If all the participants view the process as fair, they are more

likely to take it seriously and 'buy into' its result. Moreover, the focus on fairness



can have an important impact on the substantive result. If the parties to a

negotiation can agree on standards against which elements of the agreement

can be measured, it can give each a face-saving reason for agreeing. Referral to

the Base Rate of the other major lending institutions, an industry standard of

marketability, or other common measures, can validate the agreement the parties

reach.

To be considered successful, an agreement must be durable. Parties who walk

away from the table grumbling may regret their commitment and only honor it

grudgingly. If they end up looking for excuses to get out from under an unwanted

result, the gains achieved by the other side may prove to be short-term indeed.

6. Only one person can get angry at a time. This is yet another means to help

individuals keep a cool head and pay attention to the process and the strategy,

as well as the substance of the negotiation. If it's not your 'turn' to be angry, the

exercise of restraint can be turned into a positive opportunity to observe what is

going on with a clear eye. No less important, yelling at each other is not

negotiation; it is confrontation. In those situations there may possibly be a

'winner'; but it is even more likely there will be a 'loser'.

In times past, when two property owners had a disagreement, they would hire

knights and wage war to reach a conclusion. Then somebody invented lawyers,

and the problem-solving process became one of waging law. Our society has

reached a level of sophistication in which we recognize that the costs of waging

war - or waging law - are terribly high. With the use of good negotiation skills, we



have the capacity to reach conclusions in a more satisfactory manner: we can

wage PEACE.

Resolving, Managing and Preventing Conflicts

Whether the predicament is commercial lenders who are stressed out by the

direction to "never lose a deal because of the rate," department chiefs

contending over budget issues, or human resources directors wrestling with

issues of diversity - the use of good negotiation skills can resolve, manage, and,

most importantly, prevent conflicts. According to the Rolling Stones, "You can' t

always get what you want." The question now becomes, "How many of the

stakeholders can get what is in their interests?" If a business is to succeed in

today's climate, everyone must be prepared to negotiate to arrive at favorable

results.

Pillars of Negotiation Wisdom

Negotiating is an art practiced by virtually everyone; it is a craft practiced by few.

There are many techniques to making negotiation work. If you pay careful

attention to the following factors, which we call the Seven Pillars of Negotiation

Wisdom, you should find that negotiating, with all the stakeholders who are

clamoring for your attention, will yield more efficiency, less stress, and greater

long -term success.

- Be Conscious of the difference between positions and Interests. If you

can figure out why you want something - and why others want their outcome



then you are looking at interests. Interests are the building blocks of lasting

agreements.

- Be Creative. Anyone can do things the same old way. Using brainstorming

techniques, listening to outlandish proposals and opening up to unanticipated

possibilities expands agreement opportunities. If you respond with new ideas

and do the unexpected, you can open doors to far greater gains than when

you behave predictably. Creativity can make everyone look good.

- Be fair. If people feel a process is fair, they are more likely to make real

commitments and less likely to walk away planning ways to wriggle out of the

agreement. Sometimes things are helped when a neutral, external authority is

used to measure fairness - a dictionary, a lab test, or an academic article, for

instance.

- Be prepared io commit. You shouldn't make a commitment unless you can

fulfill it. Your commitment isn't worth much unless the parties to the

negotiation are Drop-Dead Decision-Makers. Moreover, commitment is not

likely to result unless all parties feel the process has been fair.

- Be an active listener. Communication takes place when information passes

from a source to a receiver. If you spend all of your listening time planning

how to zing the other party, then, when they finally stop talking, you haven' t

heard them. Focus on what others say, both on their words and their



underlying meaning. This will help you understand the interests upon which

agreement can be based. When your response makes it clear that you' ve

really been listening (and after the other party gets over the initial shock),

they, too, may be more prepared to listen. Active listening can change the

rules of the game and raise the level of civility in the negotiation.

- Be conscious of the importance of the relationship. Most of your

negotiation is with repeaters (people you run across time after time ). The

same is true for borrowers, directors, and representatives of affiliated

institutions. If you understand the relative priority of the relationship, it can be

easier to know when giving on a particular point may yield short term costs

but long term gains.

- Be Prepared. In order to negotiate effectively, efficiently, and wisely, it is

crucial to prepare. Your job is not to outline a perfect, total solution; that would

be a positional approach. Preparation means studying the interests of every

possible party. It means understanding the short and the long term

consequences you use and the substantive results you pursue. Doing your

homework can save a lot of time.

Enhancing Negotiation Skills

Enhancing your negotiating skills is an important element of personal



development. Helping your colleagues and staff to negotiate better will save time,

reduce stress, and increase productivity. The changing cast of stakeholders

means that successfully negotiating the minefields in the business world can be

crucial to your own health and success.

As you consider the brief lessons contained in this section, it makes sense to

remember the old story about the New York tourist. She asked a passerby, "How

do I get to Carnegie Hall?" The response: "Practice, Practice, Practice."

Now we will discuss specifics of negotiating Debt Settlemenis on your client's

behalf with Creditors, Collectors, and Lawyers.

To begin with, most people believe that there is an unbending rule that Creditors

must be paid every penny of their outstanding account before the debt is erased.

This, however, can be far from the truth. In negotiating Debt Settlements for

your client, knowledge is power. You must know your client's legal rights as

well as the collector's limitations and the interests of both. If you do you will

come out ahead, arranging the best possible seiilemeni for your client.

There are 4 secrets you need to know for successful Debt negotiations:

1. Create sympathy



2. Create scarcity

3. Create competition

4. Stress urgency

In your initial coniaci with a collector, you will be introducing that you are

representing their Debior as a third party and you are contacting them to verify

the outstanding balance owed. If they cannot verify this, then they are not entitled

to it. You need to understand the creditor/collector's interests (needs) clearly.

They may have their sword up and be ready to do battle but the worst thing that

you can do is raise your sword. Remember that the "debt and circumstances"

is the problem and not either of the parties. You are just trying to facilitate the

best possible solution (Settlement) to the problem. You inform the

creditor/collector that your relationship with the client involves a legal power of

attorney document giving us the authority to negotiate on the client's behalf. You

also inform the creditor/collector that you will be exploring all sources of funds

with your client including family, sale of assets, and consolidation loan. You

should be sure in your initial contact with the collector that your client's interests

are described ( to settle the account and avoid an alternative such as

Bankruptcy).

In your contact create sincere sympathy. Let the creditor/collector know that

there was a problem, a reason for the non payment. Let the collector know that



this has caused stress for your client and that is why your services were retained

and that the client truly wants to resolve the problem.

The collector may ask you for financial or other information about your client,

DON'T GIVE IT. You are very protective of your client's current situation and do

not share their private information with anyone. lt does not motivate the collector

to negotiate with you if you provide him with information he has been seeking

regarding contacting the client directly.

You also need to create scarcity during this contact as well.

You need to let the collector know that you are looking at all possible sources of

funds to resolve the debt problem, that there are more than one creditor involved

(there may be many) and funds may be scarce. You need to leave the

collector/creditor knowing that you are doing everything possible and that you will

keep them totally updated with your progress, promising to contact them again

within 10 — 14 days.

The above may be accomplished in one single contact with the collector/creditor

or it may involve two contacts. This will depend mostly on your style and how

your relationship with the creditor/collector develops. Remember that time is your

tool to use, you are in control of when the solution to the problem will be reached.

Don't be afraid to slow things down slightly by ending the call/contact and

suggesting a contact later. The stage is now set for your next contact.



The next contact will be an offer of an amount available to settle the account

in full. The settlement will be based on the amount of funds the client has been

able to raise from all efforts and all sources, and the amount of creditors

involved. You must be sincere that all efforts were made and no other

alternatives exist, no stone was left unturned. You will be requesting that the

creditor/collector seriously consider the settlement offer and advise you of

acceptance by sending you a settlement letter by fax at their earliest

convenience.

You have already created competition for the scarce amount of funds available

by mentioning the many creditors. You may need to remind the collector of this

at this time. You can also remind the collector that the client may pay someone

else with his/her limited funds if settlement is not accepted, creating further

competition.

It may be important at this time to discuss with the collector that consolidation

loans require that debt service ratios be followed and that the client does not

qualify for a loan large enough to accomplish what the collector wants (payment

in full).

You can stress urgency at this time by suggesting the funds would be available

in iwo weeks, the collector may demand a shorter time frame, this is called a

concession and gives room for the collector to get a win with his demand.

Sometimes the collector you are communicating with is not directly able to make

a settlement decision but will need to present the offer to his manager or



client/creditor for acceptance or counter offer. Ask them politely to do so and

advise you of the result at their earliest convenience.

If you do not reach what you believe is the best possible settlement for your client

through this series of contacts, repeat ihe process stressing that there is just

not enough money available from your client to accomplish what the collector

wants. Eventually you will get the best possible settlement for your client.

Commercial Debt Arbitration

The above process is followed for both business clients and consumers. While

negotiating settlement of commercial accounts it is also very important to include

an apology from the Debtor to the Creditor for allowing the situation to reach

where it is and for any broken promises.

This is important for two reasons, the creditor will feel that a fundamental

business rule was broken and needs to be acknowledged and there may be an

opportunity for future business between the parties, even if only on a cash basis.
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Typical Case Study

This case study example is taken from an actual case recently settled, following

the progress from the very first contact with the client to final settlement.

*NOTE: You (or your firm) may not administer client payment accounts exactly

like this example.

First call/contact:

Mr. Client calls, explains that he has several creditors who he has been unable to

pay. He has fallen several months past due, some accounts are now with a

collection agency. He has tried to arrange for a debt consolidation loan, but has

not had any success. He is considering declaring Bankruptcy but is not sure that

would be the right choice. He is single, working and paying rent, he is concerned

that Bankruptcy will limit his options in the future (re: buying a house etc.). He

also says that the calls from collectors are becoming very uncomfortable and he

is concerned that his employer may become aware and be upset about this. He

is afraid of some of the threats made by collectors regarding judgements and

garnishees.



During this call it was important to do very little talking and to let Mr. Client detail
all of his concerns and thoroughly describe his situation. It was also important to
let him know that his problems are not "uncommon" and that we deal with these
situations everyday. We explain that for a lot of people Bankruptcy is not
necessary or by any means the right choice. We tell him that the fact that he is
exploring his options rather than just throwing up his hands is "good".

We then proceed to tell him how our business works, that what we do is work

with each of his creditors to resolve the disputed debt. We explain that as

independent third party negotiators we are able to conduct the negotiations

without all of the "emotions" that he is going through. We let him know right now

that as soon as he retains our services, we will immediately contact the creditors

and collectors and that the collection calls will now be routed to us. (This is

usually very good news to our client). We then explain thatwe employ a "system"

of consensus building negotiation techniques.

We explain that once settlement is reached on the creditors claim, that funds will

have to be arranged to pay. We explain that past unsuccessful applications for

consolidation loan may now be successful as the amount that needs to be

borrowed is a lot less than originally planned. We go on to explain that because

he has shown the responsibility of retaining our services and working out the

problems with past creditors, he is viewed by potential new lenders as a much

different risk than before (a better risk).

We explain that our work can take a few weeks of negotiation with creditors and

collectors. We then ask (without giving a lot more detail of the actual processes)

if he would like to proceed to the next step and have us deliver our 10 page

package of forms, contracts and details of getting started on his case. We

explained a little about the package contents and then fax the complete package



to Mr. Client for him to review and complete. We stress that he call with

"absolutely any question" at all.

The multi page package explains the process in total detail, including the

requirement for the retainer fee, how our fee is calculated, the "Power of

Attorney" document, Financial Statement, List of accounts and contacts, FAQ's,

etc.

* Note Package includes: (All included in your Contracts and Forms)

1. Cover Page explaining the documentation

2. A page explaining the 3 steps to Debt Solutions

3. Menu of Services, describing the types of cases we take and the refundable

retainer

4. 2 Page Financial Statement

5. Creditor/Account List, to gather account and contact info

6. Our "Power of Attorney" document

7. Our" Retainer and Agency Agreement", describing and getting agreement on

our fees, 2 pages

8. FAQ page, for further info to client

The client may call with a question once they receive the material, it would only

be a general type question about what to fill in etc.

Financial Statement, contracts and forms returned to us

We now review the material sent by the client. We have to be certain that all of

the contracts are properly completed. It is especially important that we are sure

that the "Power of Attorney" and "Retainer and Agency Agreement" forms are



signed by the client. (Both clients if joint) We check to see that account and

contact information is complete. We must be sure to acknowledge receipt of the

Retainer fee and stress it is refundable from fees earned for arranging

satisfactory settlements.

We do noi require a Credit Report, if we receive one from the client it is only

good as further information. We contact the client to fill in any blanks and to let

him know that we are getting started right away.

We now o en the case file.

File folder labeled, and a Creditor/Collector Work Sheet completed for each

account to be arbitrated. All client forms and correspondence kept in the folder.

We be in the Creditor/Collector contacts.

We complete a Creditor/Collector Work Sheet for each account that we will be

arbitrating. Using our work sheet to record our contacts with each

Creditor/Collector we begin the Negotiation Process for each account. We will

use both Fax and Telephone ( Fax contact examples are included with the

forms )for making the contacts with the creditors. We will follow the 4 secrets

formula to lead the creditor/collector to the point where the best possible

seiilemeni for our client can be reached. This process may take three weeks or

more and at least 3, but sometimes more contacts with each creditor/collector

contact. We have to be diligent in completing our work sheet with every contact



made with the creditor/collector as this is a record that we can fall back on if

needed. We can't be ioo diligent in our record keeping of contacts.

Re ortin ihe Setilemenis io ihe Client

If there are multiple accounts this may be done as the accounts are arbitrated

and settlements agreed to, or may be saved until all accounts settled. We will

send the client (as well as telephone) a list that includes the account name,

original account balance, the settlement amount, the difference, and our fee

amount. We instruct the client to issue a check payable io ihe creditor or

collection agency for the settlement amount. We also instruct the client to write

on the check that the payment is for Settlemeni in Full for account ¹ XXX. We

explain to the client that it is for their protection that we have them write checks

directly to the creditor and add the notation regarding settlement in full. We

instruct the client to send all of the checks for creditors along with the check for

our fee (less the Retainer) to us to deliver to the creditor. We can explain that we

will add our internal "settlement confirmation" number to their payment and insure

that the payment is properly credited to their account as settlement in full. This

explanation encourages the client to send payments along with our fee to us

rather than directly to the creditor..

If the client has not made final arrangemenis for funds, then we explain that

ihe list of seiilemenis should be taken io a lending institution for

application for consolidation loan. The lender may not be the mainstream

bank, bui a lender with more relaxed lending guidelines. ( Finance



Company ) We also explain thai ii may take more than one application io

obtain an approval. We leave it io ihe lending institution io tell the client

what is required for approval, eg. Co-signer or other security. To take

advantage of ihe savings arranged by us, ihe client will go io incredible

lengths io secure funds. In ihe example this case study is based on, ihe

clients room mate co-signed and pledged his vehicle as security for the

loan.

Ii is important that we keep the creditor/collector informed of the clients

payment intentions and loan process while it is happening.

We send a ment to ihe creditor

We now send payments to each creditor and inform the client that this is done.

We can at this time, request any special reporting to the credit bureau by the

creditor. A collection agency does not report to the credit bureau, the creditor

must do this, so it is sometimes not a timely report. lf payment in full is not

reported in a timely manner, we may not hear until the client asks us to review

their credit report at a later date, and we promise and help the client straighten

out any concern regarding proper notation on their credit report. We also help the

client prepare a "narrative" to add to their credit report explaining why they had a

problem and that they arranged to resolve the problems.

~C* I d



We thank ihe client, ensure they are happy, offer io be available for any

question and solicit referrals from them.
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Forms, Letters & Contracts

This section of the Training Program will focus on examples of the many
Contracts and Forms used in the business of Debt Arbitration and Credit Repair.
A note describing the form or contract will accompany each asexplanation and a
complete understanding of each document will provide the student with a more
complete understanding of this business.

**Note: You can "Copy and Paste" the text of these forms io build your own

supply with your personal contact information. Each firm can operate with
slightly different variations of the forms and contract described here.

- The first, document will inform a potential client on ihe process involved
and introduce ihe forms and contracts required io begin.

Dear Client,

Attached your will find the documentation that we require to open your file and
begin negotiations on your behalf.

1. Menu of Services, describing the basis of our services to Business Owners
and Consumers.

2. Financial Statement and Creditor / Account List (3pages)
This gives us a brief idea of your current situation and needs.



3. Limited Power of Attorney
This legal document will allow us to represent you in a limited capacity,
( specifically regarding your debt with the creditors) in our negotiations
with your creditors to effect settlement.

4. Our Retainer and Agency Agreement
This descibes how our fee will be arrived at once a settlement agreement
acceptible to you is reached with your creditors.

5. Frequently asked questions regarding our services for your information.

The Financial Statement and Creditor/Account List and Power of Attorney will
need to be completed, signed and returned to us by fax. The Retainer and
Agency Agreement will need to follow once we review and discuss your case

with you.

Our return fax number is (xxx) xxx-xxxx or 1-888-xxx-xxxx Toll Free

We look forward to receiving your information and assisting you, please don' t
hesitate to send along any questions that you might have.

* The next document helps the potential client further understand the Debt

Arbitration process.



The Three Steps to Debt Solutions

Our program for permanently resolving the debt and credit problems of North
American consumers and business owners includes a comprehensive three step
process.

Each of the steps in our program builds on the other and concludes with
ihe successful resolution of your debt and credit problems.

The 3 Steps:

1. Once you retain our services, we will immediately begin ihe process of
Arbitration and Negotiation with your Creditors and Collectors and
continue this work until we have agreement on the best possible
settlement amount of your account balances.

2. Once account seiilemenis are successfully completed, we will consult
with you and advise you on arranging for the funds required to make

payment on the settled accounts. Sources of funds io make the
seiilemeni paymenis are varied and different strategies and approaches
are suggested for each.

3. Finally when funds are in place to conclude the settlement of the
problem debts, we will deliver your paymeni io ihe Creditor or Collector
on your behalf . We will ensure thai the paymeni is properly credited io
your account as seiilemeni in full for ihe amount agreed. We will advise
and consult with you on the re-establishment of your good credit rating.

Let Our Three Step Program
Work for You



The next document describes io the client the scope and financial
expectations of the work.

Menu of Services

Business and Consumer Services

Eliminate Problem Debts with your personal or business creditors, such as

credit card companies, suppliers, banks, finance companies, and merchant
charge accounts. Have your disputes with creditors negotiated away. Our

approach works whether the debt is still in the hands of your creditor, has been
referred to collection, or is with an attorney, either before or after a lawsuit has
been filed. Basically, we handle virtually any debt or liability problem. Fees are
for results-only, meaning that our fee is only payable on each case that we
achieve settlement in a manner satisfactory to you. This program is ideal for

individuals with debt in arrears or collection who are considering the potential
need to file bankruptcy. We can eliminate your need io do thai.

The minimum debt package we handle for clients is $3,000. To eliminate the
debt, you should be able to raise 40% to 50% of the debt package (this includes
our fee) within 30-60 days. We will advise you on obtaining sources of settlement
funds.

In order to begin, we require a refundable retainer of $300 for your file. The
retainer is fully refundable, and is credited towards fees earned for settlements

you accept. Fees are 30% of the total amount saved, calculated by deducting the
seiilemeni amount from the confirmed original outstanding balance. Special
Flat Fee arrangemenis can be made for larger cases. We will confirm fee

arrangements prior to starting your file and after discussing the details of your
situation with you.

See Retainer and Agency Agreement



Financial Statement for Completion

The information provided will be treated as strictly confidential.

Name: SSN/SIN:
Name: SSN/SIN:
Res. Address: Phone
City: Prov. /State Postal/Zip
Status: s ingle married sep o r div dependants

Employer: f/t or p/t:
Bus Address: Phone:
Unemployed: Receiving UIC Benefits (YEs or No)
In School: (Attach confirmation of enrollment)

III: (Attach doctor's statement if long term)

MONTHLY INCOME: Applica nt + Spouse= TOTAL

Gross Earnings.
Net Earnin s.

UIC/Welfare:
Child Tax Credit:....................

Alimony or Support Received:.
Disability Income (cPP/QPP,
Insurance, Provincial Assistance,
Worker's Comp & Private Pension)

Plan. (specify).

Other: (specify).
$ $

TOTAL MONTHLY INCOME: $

Shelter
Rent. .$
MOrtgag e (principal, interest & taxes)... $
Electricity/Heat/Water. .$
Telephone/Cable: .$
Home Insurance:.............. .....$
Other Living Expenses

Food:

Clothing:
Medical/Dental:

$ $
Insurance (personal) $



Child Care:................................
Transportation

Public Transportation:
Car — operation 8 upkeep. $ $
insurance.
loan/lease. $ $

Other

Alimony or Support Paid:
Entertainment.
MiSCellane OuS (explain if more than $75/month):.

$ $ $

TOTAL N/ONTHL Y EXPENSES
ASSETS

Balance in all savings 8 chequing accounts:..
Estimated value of real estate holdings:........
Cash value of stocks, bonds, RRSP, etc.......

C ar (¹1 — model , yea r ) value:...

$ $ $ $

(¹2 — model , year ) value:...
Other (specify): $ $
LIABILITIES

M Ortgag e (approx. balance of principal):..... . . . . . . . $
Cai L Oa n (approx. balance of principal):............ $
Other D e b t S (specify — i.e. visa, Mastercard, bank loan, other

Credit cards, etc.— approx. balance owing):

$ $ $

SIGNATURE DATE

SIGNATURE DATE

Note: This next document will be of tremendous help to ihe Arbitrator and
clients are asked to provide as much detail as possible.



Creditor/Account List

C reditor Acc t . ¹ Amount ¹ Mo . Arrears C o l lection Y/N Contact Name/Number

Comments:

The next is the contractual document giving ihe Arbitrator "Power of

Attorney" io deal with Creditors of ihe client.

AGENCY AND POWER OF ATTORNEY APPOINTMENT

KNOW BY ALL MEN PRESENT, that I:

NAME: (client)

Address:

City:
Prov. /State



Postal/Zip:

Tel.

hereby make, constitute and appoint the above referenced Debt Consultant

(hereinafter referred to as "Consultant" ), as my agent and true and lawful
attorney-in-fact, giving unto consultant, full power to do and perform all and every
act that I may legally do, and every power necessary to carry out the specific

purposes for which this power is granted; ie: To negotiate the creditors claims
and effect a reasonable settlement.

This Power of Attorney Appointment shall provide a full working arrangement to
effectuate legitimate settlements of all creditors' claims owing and assigned for
negotiation. The parties agree that this appointment does not create liability on
the part of the debtor to honor all negotiated settlements and/or repayment plans.
Consultant will not provide legal services, but will assign an attorney to creditor
claims as needed.

Date:
Client

Date:

Client



RETAINER and AGENCY AGREEMENT

This Agreement is entered into pursuant to the Agency and Power of Attorney
Appointed dated 19 , between

(hereinafter referred to as (" Consultant" ), and
hereinafter referred to as

(" Client" ). In consideration for work performed by Consultant, client agrees to the

following:

A.

It is understood and agreed that consideration for this agreement shall consist of the
payment of a retainer in the amount of $ , which amount shall be fully
credited against any earned fees which shall be established at the rate of 30 % of

savings effected per creditor claim. The debtor agrees and understands that the
minimum fee for this matter shall be $300.00. Confirmed settlement agreements
constitute earned fees. No portion of the retainer fee shall be applied to settlement
agreements. The effected savings on each creditor claim shall be defined as the total
savings realized by the client/debtor based on the amount of the confirmed debt and
shall be calculated by deducting the amount of settlement from the confirmed debt.

B.

FLAT FEE PAYMENT: Client agrees to pay to the Consultant a flat fee in the amount
of$ ,to settle their outstanding debts as noted on the Creditor /
Account List. (By special agreement only)

This Agreement is executed under the exclusive Laws and Jurisdictions of the State or
Province of the Client. It has been explained and the client fully understands that the
consultant is not a legal firm. No legal advice can or will be provided under this
agreement. The parties agree that this appointment and agreement does not create
personal liability on the part of the consultant for the debts of the client. The agreement
carries an obligation on the part of the client to honor all negotiated settlements based
on representation of the client. The consultant is only obligated to provide professional
assistance to the best of its ability in order to effectuate reasonable settlement.

D.

Our fee is due and must be paid upon verification and acceptance of each
individual settlement. The nature of our business does not allow us to offer
any type of credit terms. Non payment within two business days from ihe
date of delivery will automatically cancel ihe agreement, unless other
arrangemenis are made with ihe consultant. Any outstanding past due
balance shall accrue interest ai 18% er annum. It is further understood



and agreed thai should legal action be brought to enforce this agreemeni,
ihe consultant shall be entitled io legal fees and court costs.

The undersigned agree that each of the parties may sever this relationship at any time
upon giving reasonable written notice to the other. In such event, the client shall only be
responsible for fees earned to the date of cancellation and any out of pocket expenses
incurred by the consultant, including but not limited to telephone, secretarial, travel, and
fax.

Date:
Client:

Date:
Consultant

The next three documents are used with "Credit Repair" clients.



SERVICE CONTRACT AGREEMENT

This agreement entered into this day of , 19 b y and
between . (hereinafter referred to as 'Consultant' ).
And (herein
referred to as 'Client' ).
The Client has agreed to retain the following services of Consultant:

Consultant agrees to assist in obtaining credit report(s), though Consultant cannot be responsible for any delays in
obtaining reports.

Consultant will not assume responsibility for any article lost or delayed in the mail.

Client authorizes Consultants to analyze his/her credit report(s).

Consultant will fully assist in the process of removing information from credit report as per the rights afforded the
Client under the Consumer Reporting Act. Consultant will utilize every legal method available.

Consultant is acting as a credit counselor on the clients behalf at the clients request.

Client authorizes Consultant to prepare necessary correspondence in settlement of certain derogatory information
which is contained in Clients report(s)and furnish, on request, reas ons for disputes.

Clients understand that we may not produce information that is not accurate on behalf of the Client.

Client understands the terms of this agreement is for months completion services contracted for.

Client agrees not to apply for credit until completion of this agreement without prior approval.

Contract may cancelled by either party at any time
Consultant may keep for his records all correspondence and material used and produced by him.

Consultant agrees to provide to Client, upon request, copies of all items pertaining to his/her file.

Client understands he/she is contracting to remove n e gative items. If there are more negatives,
the fee for our service will increase base on our current price list.
CLIENT UNDERSTANDS THAT THIS AGREEMENT MAY BE CANCELLED IF THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY
WITH THE TERMS OF THE CONTRACT.

Client agrees that, due to existing provincial and federal laws, it is unlawful to guarantee the removal or correction of
any negative infamation or the addition favorable information.

C lient understands that monies will be refunded on a pro-rated basis if negative information is not removed l e s s
initial consultation fee(s). (Only pay for what is removed).
Client understands that we will not proceed if all monies due are not paid.
Consultant guarantees improvement to the Client's credit profile, but not promise any particular standard

Of improvement to be attained.
Consultant's guarantee will remain in effect provided that Client abides by the following terms:
? T o have no checks returned for any reason, from any source.

? T o not apply for any credit, without prior approval, while this agreement is in effect.

? T o send and handle all correspondence within seven calendar days from receipt.

Client agrees that this constitutes his/her agreement.
There is a $20.00 fee for all returned checks. All returned checks must be replaced with cash or a cashier's check
within 24 hours.
Services Agreed To:

Client's signature Spouse's signature

Consultant's Signature
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SERVICE CONTRACT AGREEMENT P. 2

I have read my contract and understand that:
INITIAL
AT ' " '

My file will be reviewed approximately every 45 days to determine appropriate action.

I must pay for cost of registered mail and acknowledgement card.

My file will be closed if I do not return all correspondence, including registered mail
acknowledgement card, within seven days of receipt.

If my file is closed for any reason, it will cost me an additional $100 (per person) to

te-open (within three-month time frame).
My service agreement covers a period of (18,24,30) months.

Verbal agreements are not binding unless in writing and made a part of the service
agreement.

Any changes made to the contract must be initialed by the general manager of the
company.

All checks must be made payable to Debt Solutions?

My file may be closed if I do not make all payments on time: therefore voiding any
guarantees.

My file may be closed if I bounce a check for any reason.

RECEIPT AND PAYMENT AGREEMENT

Received from initial
sum of$ towards total cost of full service credit repair at
a fee of$ plus applicable taxes, for a total fee of

$ for services per our contract.

BALANCE PAYABLE AS FOLLOWS:

Second payment due of $ payable on
followed by payments of $ payable on the
of each month commencing on the of

Client's signature Date

Spouse's signature (if joint) Date

Consultant's si nature Date
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CREDIT CORRECTION CLIENT DISPUTE FORM

CREDITOR ACCOUNT 0 REASON

10

12

REASONS

A) CLERICAL ERROR
B) COMPUTER ERROR
C) NEVER RECEIVED BILL
D) GOODS DAMAGED

E) NEVER RECEIVED GOODS

F) GOODS DELIVERED LATE
G) MARITAL STATUS CHANGE (FORMER SPOUSE CHARGES)

H) NEVER RECEIVED BILL ON TIME

I) DISPUTE OVER CHARGES

J) FRAUD
K) OTHER

TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF THESE FACTS ARE TRUE AND CORRECT

CLIENT CLIENT SPOUSE



Creditor/Collector Work Sheet

Client Name:

Creditor Name:

Account No.

Contact Name:

Tel. No.: Fax No.:

Contacts:

Date:
Comments:

Date:
Comments:

Date:
Comments:

Date:
Comments:
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International Association of
Pr ofessional Debt Arbitr ators

Course Summary

Congratulations on completing the Six Training Course

Modules, let's summarize some of what was learned.

Professi ona/ Debt Arbitration

Background: We have learned through the course materials that...

There is an underlying fear in society regarding unpaid debt, most consumers

overestimate the risk involved with overdue, unpaid debts. They worry about

possible repercussions such as wage garnishment and property seizure by their

creditors. This fear has helped create demand for the services of the Certified

Debt Arbitrator. The truth is that when the debt relates to a secured property,

such as an automobile or a home, the possibility of repossession is quite serious,

but unsecured debts, such as credit cards and deficiencies are much less

pressing.

In fact, very few creditors will push all the way to a garnishment on a relatively

small unsecured debt. Garnishment and seizure are a creditors and collectors

most terrifying weapons used to collect past due debt, but they are expensive



and timewonsuming. Even if the creditor went all the way to recover the debt,

they probably wouldn't be able to recover enough to offset their collection costs.

Therefore, there is very little risk of a creditor taking an unsecured debt past

simple collections.

We learned from the course though that it is important as professionals to

remember, that the creditor would be in his rights to get a garnishment and seize

property, even for a small debt. There is always some risk of financial reprisals

when a debt goes unpaid.

Many consumers fold under the perceivedstrain of unpaid debts. Hundreds of

bankruptcies take place in the United States and Canada each week for amounts

under $5000. These consumers are so intimidated by their creditors, that they

flee to bankruptcy, even though bankruptcy can bring total financial devastation

for at least the next ten years. If these same consumers had simply waited, and

ignored the threatening letters and telephone calls, they would have realized that

their unsecured creditors were all bark and no bite.

We learned that bankruptcy is the best option for very few consumers, but it is

so much overused. And, when a consumer files for bankruptcy, everyone loses

especially the creditors. The need for Professional Debt Arbitration is now and

demand for this service can only increase as the only real alternative to

bankruptcy.



The risks of judgments, garnishments, and property seizures must be properly

balanced against the likelihood that such drastic collection measures will ever

happen. The Creditor or Collector is much more motivated to reach a financial

settlement of the unpaid account. A Certified Debt Arbitrator knows this.

The Debtor is just too involved emotionally to be able to effectively negotiate with

their Creditors alone.

We learned about the History of Credit, How Credit is Granted and we

learned which debts can be effectively settled.

An unsecured debt is a debt where there is no collateral. Unsecured debts

include medical bills, credit cards, department store cards, personal loans,

collection accounts, amounts remaining after foreclosure or repossession, and

bounced checks. Most unsecured debts can be settled. But, utility companies

(telephone etc.), income tax, and secured creditors generally won't settle for less

than the full balance. There are a few unsecured creditors who will never

compromise, but most will take a much less-than-full payment as settlement in

full to close a troublesome account.

Secured debts, such as a home or automobile, are another story, because if the

creditor can simple repossess the property, why should he negotiate? You can

often re-negotiate a short payment relief with a secured debt, but don't attempt to

settle the account while your client still possesses the property.



Also, the creditor must have a good reason to want to settle. If the account is

paid current, and there is no recent history of late payment, it will be difficult to

convince the creditor that it is in their best interest to settle. This should not be

read as a recommendation that your client stop paying bills that are current. If

they stop paying their current bills, they will almost certainly make their credit

situation worse. Perhaps bad credit is not an issue for your client at this point and

they feel they must stop paying their bills in order to settle them and get back on

top of their debt load. If this is the case, you should advise them to make such a

decision at their own risk.

We learned about the priorities of the Creditor, Collector or Attorney and

how they approach collection of outstanding debt.

We learned how to get the Upper Handin Negotiation.

We know that collectors are aggressive early in the collection process, we

learned about the tools the collector or creditor employs and we know that if not

immediately successful collecting and as time passes, they may stop calling the

Debtor, but the debt will be filed away for future attention if left unattended to.

The longer the debt remains uncollected, the better your chances will be of

getting a good settlement for your client.

We learned that eventually, the creditor may consider the bad debt a loss in

order to receive a corporate tax write-off. We know this does not mean that our

client doesn't owe the debt. The corporation may then collect on the debt



themselves, sell or assign the debt to a collection agency, press for a judgment

and garnishment, or temporarily ignore the debt. The course of action chosen by

the creditor will vary widely between corporations and debts.

It is accepted that our client, the consumer rarely has sufficient funds to repay a

debt in full when a creditor demands payment. In many cases, much of the debt

represents interest and penalties accrued while the consumer was unable to pay.

It will be in the best interests of both parties if a reasonable arrangement for

settlement can be reached, and you learned how to accomplish this for your

client.

However, we now also know that you cannot expect to reach an affordable

settlement if the creditor thinks he has the upper hand. We have learned how to

control the negotiation as a Professional third party.

You have learned from the training course how to approach each creditor as

though this is their last chance to compromise, and get something out of your

client's debt, before the client declares bankruptcy and the Creditor gets nothing.

You know that as a Certified Debt Arbitrator that time is on your side. You should

not look or be too eager to settle. Take plenty of time to reach an agreement.

You will use the 4 Secrets of Debt Arbitration for you and your client's

advantage.



You have the natural advantage in debt settlement, because you have something

the creditor wants. You must hold out for your terms until the creditor gives you

what you want, the best possible settlement for your client.

You learned about Credit Repair.

Your Credit Repair skills can used for individual clients who have the ability to

now pay their debts on time, after settlement and payment of any problem debt.

Credit Repair Professionals help their client by focusing on any and all negative

items on the client's credit report. You accomplish this by using only completely

legal methods to achieve the following goals:

i. Either removal of the negative items from the Credit Report.

ii. Or correcting items that are negative, to show positive.

iii. Advising the client on restoring new and positive credit data.

iv. Advising the client on adding additional positive credit data to their credit

reports.

v. Helping to educate clients so that they can make informed decisions

regarding their credit future.

You will utilize only the methods allowed by the Credit Reporting Acts, helping

clients regain their "good credit" rating.

Lack of knowledge and understanding of the client's rights under the Credit

Reporting Acts is the worst enemy. Comprehending your client's rights as written



in the Credit Reporting Acts is very difficult, and the Credit Bureaus know this.

They will use many tactics to frustrate repair efforts. Credit Repair is a long

process that requires patience from you and your client. (Some cases may last

for one year)

The facts on Credit Report Errors

As consumers, our credit report is the one gauge that tells the world whether or

not we are someone who pays our bills on time, is trustworthy and financially

sound. Unfortunately, the information contained in credit reports, which are

purchased every day by nearly anyone who requests and pays for them, rarely

tells the whole truth.

Credit bureaus collect and compile information about consumer creditworthiness

from banks and other creditors and from public record sources such as legal

judgments, lawsuits, and tax liens. The major Credit Bureaus maintain files on

close to 90 percent of all North American adults. Those files are routinely sold to

credit grantors, employers, landlords, insurance companies, and many others

interested in the credit record of a consumer, often (legally) without the

consumer's knowledge or permission. Conversely, consumers rarely check their

credit record until after they' ve been denied or otherwise encountered a problem.

Throughout the 1990s, credit report errors have been such a serious problem

that governments have addressed it. The U.S. government conducted a survey

of the problem on behalf of consumers.

The government findings were incredible, to say the least. An amazing number of

credit reports contain serious errors that could cause the denial of credit, a loan,



housing, or even a job. Further, some consumers participating in the survey

never received their reports, even after numerous attempts and calls.

Among ihe major credit report accuracy findings of ihe government

survey:

i. Thirty-five percent (35%) of the credit reports contained serious trade

account errors - false delinquencies or accounts that did not belong to the

consumer - that could result in the denial of credit;

ii. Forty-one percent (41%) of the credit reports contained personal

demographic identifying information that was misspelled, long-outdated,

belonged to a stranger, or was otherwise incorrect;

iii. Twenty percent (20%) of the credit reports were missing major credit,

loans, mortgages, or other consumer accounts that demonstrate the

creditworthiness of the consumer;

iv. Twenty-six percent (26%) of the credit reports contained credit accounts

that had been closed by the consumer but were incorrectly reported as

open accounts;

v. Altogether, seventy percent (70%) of the credit reports contained either

serious errors or other mistakes of some kind.

Although credit reports contain vitally important information about consumers, the

accuracy of those reports is far from guaranteed. Credit bureaus and creditors

have gone to great lengths to ensure that they have the right to collect and

compile enormous lists of information about consumers which they can sell.



Mistakes in credit reports do happen, and more often than credit bureaus and,

banks and department stores, and others (who are often responsible for the

mistakes) would have consumers believe. The Credit Bureau does not get

paid to correct their mistakes.

All of these facts create opportunity for Certified Debt Arbitrators handling Credit

Repair cases.

Again, congratulations on your completion of the Six Training Course Modules.

This lucrative business has a simple concept: Take old bills, disputed invoices,
lawsuits, liens, medical bills, utility bills, judgments, and professionally negotiate
out-of-court settlements.

A successful Certified Debt Arbitrator will reduce the debt by 40% to 80%. If the
debt negotiator does not make a satisfactory settlement for the debtor, there is
no fee. This is unlike attorneys, who will charge $150 to $300 per hour to work
the case, and more if there are court appearances. Legal costs are incurred
regardless of the outcome.

Debt Arbitration opens the lines of communication between the creditor and the
debtor. This type of communication is not heard of if attorneys are involved.

Consumer clients and business owners do not know how to resolve disputes. If
they did there would be no need for your services, collection agencies, or
attorneys. Business owners and individuals do not know how to execute an
agreement that legally protects their interests. With this system, and your
expertise, a solution to a very important business crises is provided.

Arbiirain Training Systems 8 The international Association of Professional
Debt Arbiiraiors
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